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Workers vote
down union
membership
by Amy Burkett
wire editor

A vote that would have
brought Teamsters Local 20 to
the University failed Wednesday
by a vote of 38 to 60.
One hundred and five skilled
trade workers were deciding
whether to join the union. This
group is comprised of University workers such as carpenters,
plumbers, electricians ana
groundskeepers.
A University carpenter said
after the election he hopes emSoyees will get benefits from
e University although they did
not unionize.
"The workers have spoken. In
a way I was in favor of the union,
but in a way I was not," Larry
Hoffmann said. "Employees
were hoping for an increase in
pay and representation; maybe
we'll get it from the University."
Rick Rudnicki, organizer for
the Teamster's Local 20, gave
what he believes were the
reasons the election failed.
"(University President Paul
Olscamp) sent these folks a letter telling them to go out and
vote. Many of these employees
have never met the president
before," Rudnicki said. "Some
things that have recently happened may have swayed the
vote, such as the article in the
BGNews."
Union officials said they believe a wire story which ap-

peared on page five of the Oct. 12
edition, with the headline
"Teamster's trial begins," was
a factor in the loss of the election.
The story, written by the Associated Press, told of the beginning of a U.S. District Court
hearing on the alleged $700,000
embezzlement by a Teamsters
union member.
Rudnicki said he also thinks
the defeat meant workers were
not ready for union support at
this time.
"The University made promises that they were willing to
take care of the workers, but
without a union the University
does not have to fulfill these
Sromises," Rudnicki said. "If
ley do not, the workers will be
asking us back."
In a statement released after
the election, the University said
it respects the decision made by
the workers.
"There is a long-standing tradition at the University of a
close working relationship between the administration and
the approximately 1,100 classified staff members for the welfare and betterment of the University," the statement read.
The University is looking forward to continuing that relationship and making this a better place for all employees, the
release stated.
Rudnicki explained his interpretation of why there was a
union vote in the first place.
D See Union Vote, page 9.

EPA allows
usage of
pesticides
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Environmental Protection
Agency said Wednesday it will
permit the use of cancer-causing
pesticides whose residues on
foods are increased during processing if the risk of cancer is
The agency so far has interpreted the so-called "Delaney
clause" barring cancer-causing
food additives as requiring it to
refuse new pesticide licenses for
such chemicals.
The reversal of policy is in line
with one of the recommendations of a National Academy of Sciences panel last year.
Jack Moore, the EPA's deputy
administrator, said the change
clears the way for decisions on
73 old pesticides, licensed when
standards were looser, for which
there is some evidence of cancer-causing power. It also may
permit the licensing of weakly
carcinogenic new chemicals
which might be safer than current compounds.

Scheduled Drop

wnmOTrBmitum

As students drop off their schedules at the Registration and Records Office In the Administration Building.
David Harnishfeger. freshman undecided major, collects them before the box they are going In overflows.
Harnishfeger said a lot of schedules came in Tuesday and Wednesday. However, because freshmen and
sophomores have until Friday to turn In their schedules, the Registrar's Office Is expecting to be busy until
the end of the week.

At least a dozen chemicals are
known to be in the second group,
but not all have current license
applications pending.
"If you don't let (the new
chemical) on the market there'll
never be an opportunity" to retire the old one, either through
regulations or competitive pressure, Moore said.
EPA's new policy defines as
"negligible risk" a maximum
one-in-a-million chance of getting cancer from the residue in
question over a lifetime.
Environmentalists denounced
the action.

New phone lines planned Murder rumors
by Tracy Richards
staff reporter

Trying to place a long-distance call from
campus between 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. can be
difficult on any week night, but with the addition of 60 new out-bound lines, it may become a little easier.
According to Richard Conrad, director of
University Telecommunications and assistant vice president of computer services, the
lines — all of which will he operational by
Dec. 20 — will cut down on the circuit jam-up
that generally occurs during the evenings.
Conrad said phone lines are busier early in
the evening because of the new long-distance
rates. The new rate scale offers 60 percent
long-distance rates beginning at 7 p.m.,
rather than the usual 11 p.m.
Because of this, he said the new Jam-up
time is between 9 p.m. and 10 p.m.

Currently, between 9 p.m. and 11 p.m., up
to 400 calls each hour are unable to be completed because of the crowded telephone
lines, he said.
The new lines will increase capacity by 25
percent, making it possible for 360 additional
conversations to go through each hour, he
said.
"The new lines are being added in order to
meet the anticipated demand that we have
right now," he said."Sixty lines is probably
more than we need right now but with the
growth we are experiencing — by the end of
the year, all of the lines will probably be in
use.
Conrad said the number of long-distance
calls placed this September from the University has increased by approximately
1,400 calls as compared to the figures for
September, 1987.
The new lines will cost telecommunications an estimated $200,000, he said. To cover

the expenses, Conrad said money earned
from the new 50-cent charge being applied to
collect calls, calls made with reversed charges and calls made with other vendors' calling cards — as well as from long-distance
toll incomes will be used.
"The 50-cent charge is for the (students')
use of our equipment," he said."Even if a
competitors card is used the call is still going through our lines. Those are lines that we
pay for. It isn't fair for some students to use
them for free."
David Patterson, junior management information system major, said in a letter to
telecommunications that he did not believe
the University's long-distance telephone
system was being fair to students who wish
to use the competitor's card.

called untrue
by Deborah Kennedy
copy editor

The approach of Halloween has brought yet another rumor to
campus of a night of fear, dread and doom.
However, this year's rumor appears to be a little different
than those of the past. The current rumor says that a psychic
who appeared on the Phil Donahue Show predicted that a person dressed as Little Bo Peep will murder a student in a spidershaped residence hall on Halloween Eve.
In past years, similar rumors have been circulated. The variations are usually in the shape of the dorm — one year it is
X-ahaped and in other years in the shape of a swastika.
Harshman and Kreischer Quadrangle residents are usually
the victims of these rumors since the unusual architecture of

□ See Call Card, page 4.

D See Rumor, page 4.

USG backs protest walk Area hospitals, clinics
Students to march in support ot campus safety
by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

Marches usually protest social
conditions, but Undergraduate
Student Government is turning
the tables and marching in support of an issue.
USG is sponsoring a candlelight march in support of students' right to be safe, the work
of University safety forces and
improvement of existing facilities, according to Craig Taliaferro, World Student Association senator to USG.
"Some have previously called
this a protest march. It is not. It
is a support march," Taliaferro
said.
The march, scheduled to begin

at dusk Oct. 20 in the forum of
the Student Services Building,
will begin with a speakers session, he said. The exact time and
route of the march will be announced later, Taliaferro said.

retirement in the electrical
maintenance department, only
one electrician is available to
service the 3,500 outdoor lights
on campus.

USG President Tim Peterson
and Mary Edmonds, vice president of student affairs, or a representative from her office
along with a representative of
campus safety and security will
all speak before the march.

He said there is also a problem
with the maintenance budget.
According to Taliaferro, the
budget runs through the fiscal
year only. After the fiscal year
ends, any light repairs are charged to the nearest building or the
building the lights are attached
to, causing repair problems.

"It is coming along really
well," Taliaferro said. "We
have the research done, now we
are setting up the mechanics."
During the research, Taliaferro said he found three
to work toward improvsaid due to a death and a

Thursday
Today will bet mostly sunny and cool
with the highs In the)
middle 50s. Tonight
will be partly cloudy
and chilly with the low
temperature around
35 degrees. Friday
will be mostly cloudy
and warmer with the
high* between 60 and
65 degrees.

COLUMBUS (AP) - President Reagan's
planned swing through Ohio next week will include
stops in Cincinnati and Columbus, in addition to
Bowling Green, to help bolster George Voinovich's
sagging Republican campaign for the U.S. Senate,
The Cincinnati Post reported Wednesday.
Recent public polls have shown Voinovich trailing badly in his campaign to unseat Democratic
incumbent Sen. Howard Metzenbaum.

Editor's note: This is the third of
a three-part series.
by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

As the number of eating disorder cases reported
nationally increases, area hospitals are working to
help victims and prevent others from developing
the problems.
One hospital which has offered help to eating
disorder patients since 1984 is St. Vincent's Medical Center in Toledo.

The third problem Is that due
to an upcoming promotion from
officer to sergeant and vacancies on the staff, the campus
safety and security office will be
in need of three new officers, Taliaferro said.
See March, page 4.

News in Brief
Reagan's Ohio agenda
will include stops in
Cincinnati, Columbus

treat eating disorders

Sue Silka, a registered nurse at St. Vincent's
Eating Disorder Center, said the clinic was opened
four years ago because of an increase in patients
seeking help for these disorders.
The Eatuur Dkorder Dilemma
She said 50 percent of the center's patients are
between 18- and 20-years- old and 90 percent of grams, where therapists prescribe the patients'
meals and monitor their diets, Silka said.
them are women.
The clinic has in-patient and out-patient proSee Eating, page 6.

The Post quoted Republican sources as saying University in Fresno, ranked 286 metropolitan
the president will speak at a fund-raising event in areas based on rates of crime, suicide, alcoholism
Cincinnati and visit Columbus. The order of the and divorce rates.
He said the 25 best places were: State College;
stops were not disclosed.
Grand Forks, N.D.; St. Cloud, Minn.; Rochester,
Minn.; McAllen-Pharr-Edlnburg, Texas; Altoona,
Pa.; Bloomington, Ind.; Provo-Orem, Utah;
Utica, N.Y.; Akron, Ohio; Sheboygen, Wis.; Lancaster, Pa.; Paterson-Clifton-Passaic, N.J.; Bismarck, N.D.; Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, Pa.;
NEW YORK (AP)- The best place to live in the Lafayette-West Lafayette, Ind.; Long Island in
United States, in terms of psychological well- New York; Poughkeepsie, N.Y.; Albany-Schenecbeing, is State College, Pa.; the worst is Reno, tady-Troy, N.Y.; Lawrence, Kan.; New BedfordNev., according to a researcher writing in Psy- Fall River, Mass.; Bloomington-Normal, 111.chology Today magazine.
Wheeling, W.Va.; Cumberland, Md., and Wausau
rtoowLevtoe, a psychologlit at California State Wis.

Towns ranked based on
psychological health

Editorial
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Trustees should base
Olscamp's next raise
on his achievements
n a show of fiscal responsibility, the University of Toledo Board of Trustees hired former
Oklahoma University President Frank E. Horton
yesterday to fill the same position at UT for $131,000
a year.
The debate on whether or not Dr. Horton, 49, is
worth that salary would be endless. Especially
when the cost of higher education continues to rise.
He has an impressive background, serving five
years as president of the University of WisconsinGreen Bay and three years at Oklahoma, before resigning that position earlier this year.
But is he worth $21,000 more a year than Dr.
James McComas, who is credited with reviving a
stagnant university and turning UT into a top-flight
institution?
What is important now for the University is for
the Board of Trustees not to give University President Paul J. Olscamp a similar salary just to stay
even with what the other schools in the state are
paying.
When the issue of a raise for Dr. Olscamp comes
up (it always does), he should be evaluated on his
past year's performance and achievements, not by
what other college presidents are being paid.
When the Trustees sit down to discuss Dr. Olscamp's salary, let's hope they base a raise on what
he has done at the University, not on what other
state schools are giving their presidents.

Ignore rumor about
Halloween murder
X he pranks of Halloween have started already
— this one is a rumor.
Someone has circulated a rumor that a psychic
predicted a person dressed as Little Bo Peep would
murder a student in a spider-shaped residence hall
on Halloween Eve. This psychic was to have made
this prediction on a recent Phil Donahue Show.
This would be a funny joke if most of us were in
grade school. However, we're in a college and
something like this is childish.
Since Harshman and Kreischer Quadrangles appear to be shaped as a spider, X, or swastika, the
residents of these buildings find themselves the
subject of the rumor.
Obviously, this rumor was meant to scare freshment and create panic But instead of thinking and
realizing it is nothing more than a tall tale, some
students actually approached one complex coordinator and asked if the rumor was true. A Little Bo
Peep murderer? Use common sense.
Officials of NBC-TV in New York reported that
the psychic didn't appear on Phil Donahue's show
and this rumor always comes in October.
If you're spreading this rumor, all you're doing is
creating unnecessary panic. If you're being told the
rumor, ignore it.
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The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
The editorial page regularly
features columnists who write
on a variety of topics, from serious political issues to humorous
anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a journalism major or even a student to
write a column. The News encourages and welcomes any and
all guest columnists.
Letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words in
length and should be typewritten, double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus mailbox
number along with your telephone number for verification,
must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700 words
is preferred. These should also
be typewritten and double-spaced. University students writing columns must provide class
rank, major and hometown.
The News reserves the right to
reject any material -that is
offensive, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Editorial Editor
The BG Newt
210 West Hall

THE BG NEWS
Beth Thomas
Editor

MNMI

Boston/Austin Express goes full steam
Bruce Edwards and Peter
Schreffler got a little carried
away with the rhetoric of their
article (Is Boston/Austin Express out of steam? Sept. 8) in
the BG News. Unfortunately,
their plea of 'nolo contendere'is
to no avail. As political scientists, they are guilty of being inflammatory and one-sided. Political, yes. Scientific, no. In the
interest of balance, let's take
another look at the issues that
Edwards and Schreffler discussed in their article. This presidential campaign is more comKcated than some rhetoricians
lieve.
The economy. Yes, there are
positives for the current administration. But huge deficits and
foreign debt can't stay invisible
issues forever. A balanced
budget promise was made by
Republicans in 1980. and the deficit has increased dramatically
since then. Reagan blames Congress for the deficit. But in 1980,
Reagan blamed the deficit on
the president. Bush's response
to this issue is that the economy
is great and all the problems are
caused by the Democrats. Gov.
Dukakis believes that our deficit
and our foriegn debt are dangerously high and pose the
greatest threat to national security. Dukakis believes we
need leadership and bipartisan
cooperation to solve this dilemma. Sounds more sensible than
pointing fingers. A balanced
state budget was one reason that
the nation's governors (a bipartisan group) selected Dukakis as
the best governor in the land.
Toe defense. The Reagan administration has been successful
in this area. That administration
has also been wasteful. And in
an era when the federal deficit is
enormous, can we afford to fly

blindly into SDI (Star Wars) development and deployment?
Dukakis has said all along that
research in this area is vital, but
let's not commit to unproven
systems that could bankrupt the
country.
Dukakis believes that drugs
are a national security issue.
The Reagan administration has
come up with a slogan — "Just
Say No7' - but that is hard to
swallow when the current administration has cut funding for
drug education in the schools
and slashed the Drug Enforcement Agency Budget.
World stability. The current
administration has had some
success in this area. But trouble
spots still exist. Take a look at
the situation in Nicaragua.
Whether the people of the United
States like it or not, the current
Nicaraguan government was
elected by popular vote. The
election was observed, apEroved, and verified by the
nited Nations. The United
States must face the fact that
our policies in Central America
have enraged our allies. These
policies have caused most peo61e in Central America to see the
.S. as an uncaring and selfish
nation. The Bush campaign sees
this as a "communism" issue.
The world sees this as an area of
failed policy, created instability
and ill will with some of our
closest neighbors.
Social issues. Yes, Gov. Dukakis is more progressive than
Bush. One reason for this distance is the fact that Bush
changed his position on almost
all women's issues in order to
make himself compatible with
Reagan's campaign in 1980. Before I960, Bush supported the
Equal Rights Amendment and

other "non-Republican" social
issues. Ask him what he thinks
of the ERA now. More than any
other issues, social issues are
based on strong ethical and
moral beliefs. Do we trust
someone who sticks with his
ethical and moral beliefs despite
differing opinions, or do we trust
someone who changes his beliefs
for political expediency?
Dukakis has been taking a lot
of heat about the prison furlough
program in Massachusetts.
More than 40 states have furlough programs, including California. The governor who signed
off on that program was a fellow
named Ronald Reagan.
The word "liberal" is being
used against Democrats in the
social issues area. It is a shame
that progressive ideas have
been given a bad name. Social
Security, Medicare, guaranteed
student loans, environmental
protection, civil rights, equal
pay for men and women and
many other issues have their
roots in what are grouped as
"liberal" policies. It would be
tragic if we forgot about the innovative, ethical and humanitarian issues that are truly
American, and which also were
the pride of presidents such as
Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
Harry Truman and John F.
Kennedy.
Vice-presidential choice. I
don't really have much of an
opinion on the National Guard
service record of Dan Quayle. A
bigger problem is Quayle's voting record on veteran s issues.
Quayle calls himself a prodefense patriot, but as he is looking out for big weapons systems,
he should also be looking out for
veterans and servicemen.
Among other anti-veteran stances, Quayle has voted against

counseling and rehabilitation
programs for veterans, against
Agent Orange treatment plans
and against a cabinet levelposition for veteran's affairs. Tnese
votes indicate a reluctance to
recognize the men and women
who nave served in the Army,
Navy, Air Force, and Marines.
Compare Quayle to Lloyd
Bentsen. Bentsen is a veteran of
the armed forces and of the Senate. His experience is far more
varied and extensive than
Quayle's. His commitee positions have given his expertise in
defense, foreign policy and
economic issues. Bentsen is obviously a better choice for vicefresident of the United States.
ormer Republican presidential
hopeful Bob Dole admitted as
much on a national news broadcast soon after he learned of
Quayle's selection. (I will admit
that Quayle is better-looking
than Bentsen.)
The Boston/Austin Express
out of steam? No way! Bush and
Quayle are trying to avoid oneon-one debates, why? It probably has to do with Bush's lack of
ability as a communicator and
with Quayle's lack of experience. It may also have to do with
the idea that a clearer, more
competent, and more consistent
view of government, economy,
social issues, and the world will
win a debate. We need a president who is more concerned with
the reality of the world than with
political expedience. Keep your
eye out for those debates. Make
an effort to listen carefully to the
issues discussed in them. They
should be a key factor in your
final decision, right? Just in
time.
Kelley is a part-time instructor
in the English department.

\

Column dispels Don't rehash
daily frustrations Taliaferro's past
Usually, I view columnists as
constant whiners who tend to
complain about "safe issues,
such as political candidates and
raised taxes. Today, I changed
my opinion.
When I read Alan Tracey's,
"Columnist wouldn't mind giving tours," I was laughing hysterically. Finally, there was
someone who has the same problems I have! And since Fact
Line, as Tracey accurately mentioned, is always busy, I lust try
to go about my business by myThanks again to Alan for giving everyday frustrations a
face-lift: a big smile.
Julie Welniak
221 McDonald North

BLOOM COUNTY

Over the course of time, starting last Spring, 1988, actions
have passed that disturbed the
every essence of my rights as a
student. Last Spring the rumor,
and many believe it to be true,
that the administration at BGSU
did interfere with USG election.
Somehow we as students felt the
administration agreed not to
interfere with student run
government. But regardless of
our belief the BG News ran a
slamming story about Craig Taliaferro, candidate for USG
president. Mr. Taliaferro's platform represented valid student
needs, such as child care and
parking rights, but the fact that
he is an ex-con shocked the administration and students. Mr.
Taliaferro paid for his crime,

why the reactionary response by
the administration.
Wow, last week University
President Paul Olscamp cancelled a planned breakfast to avoid
having Taliaferro from coming
to his home. Mr. Olscamp, regardless of what you say, it is
not your house. Dorm rooms are
student homes but not the student property. Also, if Mr. Olscamp is as educated as he says,
why the closed mind? This University needs openness not autocratic decrees. Let Taliaferro's
past rest!
Let's move forward; Mr. Taliaf erro has a right to rebuild his
life and we as students have the
right to our government. Walk
lightly in the light of human
rights. Think twice we are people. Your temper means little to
us.
Jose Luna
317 Adams

by Berke Breathed

Sports editor has
right to give views
This letter is in response to
Andy Woodard's commentary in
the Sept. 27 issue of The News,
and also of Don Hubschman'a
response letter Oct. 5.
First of all, whether Woodard's commentary was lust or
unjust is basically a matter of
opinion. I, formerly being a
sports editor of another publication, know what it's like to
come under criticism for what
you believe in or in BGSU's football team's case, don't believe
in. What's important to remember is that whether Mr.
Woodard wants to call our foot-,
ball team "A Big Joke" or not is
purely up to him. It's his opinion
and that s what commentary is.
Secondly, Don Hubschman
like many other BG football
fans, is upset about Woodard's
commentary. He says Woodard
is "relentlessly ripping into our
football team." Well. Don,
aren't you on the same level as
he is by chastising the whole BG
News sports staff, and taking a
cheap shot at the Cleveland Indians.
Finally, everyone should remember that we all want the
football team to win, but
whether we think they will or
not, is purely up to the individual.
Jeff Carpenter
1014 Offenhauer East
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Some 'girls' give
women bad Yap'
When reading the Rob Lowe
article by Deborah Kennedy in
the Sept. 30 iasue of the BG
News, I found it necessary to retrieve my shovel. Why, you ask?
Well, let's say that I found it
hard to belive that these "girls"
screamed all the way through
Mr. Lowe's speech since my
friend told me now disgusted she
was when they all left after he
started speaking. The next point
I questioned was the fact that
one of the B G
tfewsphotographers got his ear
ripped. Granted, it could have
happened, but it's a little hard to
believe.
Finally, I also saw the crowd
gathering so, like Deborah, I
thought fd stop and take a look.
When Mr. Lowe finally did come
out, there was only a crowd of 20
or 30, not the 50 or so Deborah
thought she saw. The majority
of the women stood back and
watched, like Deborah and myself. Although, unlike Deborah, I
only observed eight or 10 girls
making fools of themselves by
beating on the car and screaming.
I was also embarrassed for

these girls, but I'm more disgusted. It's a shame that these
few "girls" can give all of the
women on this campus such a
reputation! Mr. Lowe didn't
come here to be attacked and
abused. Even though I'm for the
opposing party, I feel that
anyone who comes to speak here
at the University should be
treated with respect. If I had the
chance to speak to Mr. Lowe. I
would apologize to him for the
way he was treated. Also, to Deborah, I would suggest that you
remember that your readers
may also be attending the functions you are writing about and
to either exaggerate throughout
the article or stick with the
facts.
Linda Brower
703 Off enhauer East

Bible: A script
for Hollywood
I would like to congratulate
you for publishing Wally Pretzer's letter in your Sept. 28 issue.
The letter was precise and insightful. Precision and insight
are two elements, among many,
that always seem to be lacking
from Edgewise.
I would only like to add that

•u^-—*

the entire "Last Temptation. .."Edgewise is based on a
ludicrous "What If' argument:
How would critics respond if a
movie were released that negatively distorted the image of one
of their heroes?
I say "ludicrous" because
Hollywood has produced literally thousands of movies which
have portrayed actual historical
figures (and, it's safe to assume,
heroes to at least some) with
varying degrees of distortion.
Everyone from George Washington to Bonnie and Clyde to
Davey Crockett to Marie Antoinette has been fair grist for
the Hollywood Dream Factory.
The Bible has not been spared.
Who can forget Michael T,Then
Came Bronson" Parks' stirring
portrayal of Adam (complete
with Brooklyn accent) or Richard Gere, hot off his triumph in
"American Gigolo" as a surly,
method-acting King David?
About Charlton Heston's hilarious portrayal of Moses— one
critic said that Heston chews so
much scenery we're lucky he
doesn't eat the burning bush and
forever alter the course of hisCould it be that Peter Shreffler and Bruce Edwards have
not seen any of these movies?
Even if they haven't, this should
not stop them from commenting. I'm sure neither of them has
seen "Last Temptation," yet

Sweetest Day

they are able to advise the rest
of us about it and to call for its
censorship.
I find it absurdly ironic that
these two teach, among other
things, rhetoric, composition
and, get this. Great Ideas.
Steve Hesske
English department

Kosar the key to
Browns' success
I am writing is response to a
couple comments made by Dennis Hoerig in his column last
Friday. The comments I am
referring to are those in which
Hoerig made about the Cleveland Browns. After reading
about what he termed "the demise of the Browns" and how
Clevelanders are saying "wait
until next year" about the team,
I have to question if the writer
had enough knowledge about
football even to write about the
4ot only have the Browns lost
Bernie Kosar, but they also have
lost their second and third string
quarterbacks. Most teams don't
have the depth to play as well as
the Browns have played under
these circumstances.
Another view of Hoerig that I
have to take issue with is his
opinion that it is sad when one

man can carry a team and that
one man cannot carry a team no
matter how good he is. Aside
from the fact that he contradicted himself, he obviously has not
paid much attention to the Denver Broncos the past two
seasons. Does Hoerig really believe that the Denver Broncos
would have made it to the Super
Bowl those two seasons without
John Elway? When a team loses
a quarterback of the caliber of
Kosar, the team really cannot
help but to decline a little in
their quality of play. I thought
everybody knew that the quarterback position is the most important on any football team.
Apparently, that aspect of the
game was overlooked by Dennis
Hoerig.
Lastly, considering that Kosar
will be back in a couple of
weeks, I challenge Hoerig to
name a team in the AFC that has
a better chance of reaching the
Super Bowl than Cleveland/If he
says Cincinnati, like I feel he
would say, he truly does not
know anything about football.
Adam Campisi
212 Mooney Hall

United Way needs
your assistance
The United Way campaign at
Bowling Green State University

is a very important annual event
that is organized to invite all
employees of the campus to participate in the fundraising event.
The campaign steering committee appreciates the publicity
the BG News gave the campaign
with the story by reporter Christian Thompson in the Tuesday,
Oct. 4 edition. However, I would
like to clarify some of the information that was contained in the
story.
Fust, students are not involved as volunteers to solicit
other students. While we welcome and accept donations from
those students who wish to participate in the campaign, the
steering cannot actively solicit
donations from students. If a
student wishes to participate in
the campaign, they can contact
me at my office in the Ice Arena.
Second, although the steering
committee has not set a specific
financial goal, we do hope that
through the generosity of BGSU
employees we will be able to set
a record for the amount of dollars donated to the United Way.
With the help of faculty, administrative staff and classified
staff as well as students, we can
make the 1988 United Way campaign at the University a successful one.
Greg Jordan, Chair
1988 United Way Steering
Committee

Saturday October 15
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Roses on
Special

Mug of Love

S14.95 & up

Sweet Tooth

$14.95 & up

Basket of Love

$19.95 & up

Tootsie

$19.95 & Up

Long stem $ I 9.95

Kiss for You

$19.95 & up

Hand Bouquet

$4.71

Order Early!
FTD
Teleflora

How about a
Klotz Flower
Farm
Floral Design
for that
Special
Someone?

,
Many Gift Ideas
Plush Animals

Klotz Flower Farm

Mastercard
Visa

906 Napoleon Rd.
353-8381
At the end of S. College

M)tY)ur
Qrxiiiiary Banker.

here!
(Finally)

The 1987-88 KEY
is now available for pick-up
in 28 West Hall
Pick up your 1988 KEY from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday-Friday

Please bring valid I.D.

Not lour Ordinary Bank
ThewordisoulThere'sa
much different breed of banker
in town. Your Fifth Third banker.
Alert to financial opportunity
Aggressive in protecting your
financial future Working over
time to offer you the rates and
products that keepyouaheadof

the pack. With the remarkable One
Account Plus' checking account
The BankSaie* an accessible
money market account And a
variety of CD's paying some of the
most competitive rates in town.
Irt caDed Relationship Banking. And it means services that

will always keep up with vour
changing needs. Service that is
backed By over 125 years of
experience. Clearly this is not
your ordinary breed of banker,
But then Fifth Third is not vour
ordinary bank.Theyre working
overtime.
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Concert
tickets
plentiful
by Christian Thompson
staff reporter

After one day of sales, the University Activities Organization sold 1,600 of the estimated
4,500 tickets available for the
UB40 concert on campus Nov. 2.
"Even though Anderson
Arena has 4,500 seats available,
some were set back for the
band's use. Other seats were
removed due to their obstructed
view or for the placement of the
sound equipment," said Gale
Swaiuta, UAO director.
UAO estimated 150 people
were waiting in line before the
tickets went on sale at 8 a.m.
Approximately 150 more arrived
30 minutes later, and Swanka
said sales remained steady
throughout the day.
Many seating areas are
already sold out, including all
chair seats on the floor and all
lower bleacher seats except for
one section, she said.
"There's still a lot of good
seats left. Anderson is not like
Joe Louis Arena. Students will
be able to see from anywhere,"
she said.
Swanka said UAO expects to
have tickets available until show
time because similar concerts
have not been sold out in the past
10 years.
The remaining tickets are now
being sold to students and the
public at the Information Desk
In the University Union, Finders, Boogie Records and Abbey
Road.

Founders residents missing mail
by Amy Burkett
wire editor

Students in one residence hall have expressed concern about not receiving
mail, or the delayed delivery of it to their
boxes— despite the fact that their hall
coordinator said mail is being distributed
to them.
According to a letter sent to the BG
News and signed by 63 residents of
Treadway Hall, the mail for hall residents was not delivered on Monday, Oct.
3.
In the letter, the residents expressed
concern about the mail service In their
hall, saying Oct. 3 was not the only day

mail has not been received.
Kim Strebel, sophomore criminal justice major and Treadway resident, said
"Several students called the front desk to
see what the problem was.
"We were given three different answers," she said. "The mail clerks did
not have time to deliver it. someone did
not show up for work and the mail got to
the hall late."
Paula Smith, Founders complex coordinator, disputed the letter, saving mail
was delivered to students on Oct. 3.
Explaining the process of the mail distribution in Founders, she said "The mail
is usually delivered to Founders by the
city between 11 a.m and 1 p.m.
There are mail clerks who put the

mail into the students' boxes between
noon and 3 p.m.," she said. "On Monday
the mail arrived late, after the mail clerk
had left."
Despite its late arrival, Smith said the
mail was placed in student boxes between 6 p.m. and midnight.
Strebel. however, said she did not see
any mail in any mailboxes — even during
the evening.
"The last time I checked the mail on
Monday was 10 p.m. and there wasn't
any mail in anyone's box," she said. "I
also checked the mail at 9:15 Tuesday
morning and there was still no mail in
anyone^ box."
Despite the residents' statement that
not receiving mail is illegal, a Bowling

Green City Post Office worker said there
is no federal regulation dealing with mail
handling once it has been delivered to residence halls.
After the city delivers the mail to the
residence halls, it is out of its hands, the
worker said.
Jim Clemens, University manager of
postal services, said "We have no requirement as of when the residence halls
must disperse the mail. It's left entirely
up to the individual halls."
Fayetta Paulsen, assistant vice president for student affairs, said there has
been no other residence hall complaints
of students not getting mail.

Students not threatened GTE withdraws
by asbestos in buildings phones in Mac
by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

Although as many as 60 buildings on campus are insulated
with asbestos, University officials believe students do not face
a dangerous situation.
Asbestos, a fire-retardant insulation, was used around building beams from the 1940s to the
1970s to keep buildings from collapsing during fires, said Lewis
Johnson, University industrial
hygienist.
Although safe in enclosed
areas, it was determined in the
early 1970s that when exposed to
open air, asbestos becomes a
health risk because it can be inhaled into the lungs, Johnson
said.
He said asbestos is cancer
causing and forms a crust inside
the lungs, making it difficult to
breathe.

"The less exposure you have
to asbestos, the less risk you
have of getting a (lung)
disease," Johnson said.
He said residence halls were
insulated with asbestos but
many of them have had it removed. He said asbestos is
found mainly in underground
steam tunnels and mechanical
areas on campus.
"It's a great insulation material because it is cheap, lightweight and if there was a fire,
the beams would last a little bit
longer," Johnson said. "As long
as it is sealed on the pipes, it
can't hurt anyone."
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of
the Student Health Center, said
asbestos is not a major health
risk on campus and the dangers
of the insulation are overrated.
According to Kaplan, the
campus high-risk areas of asbestos exposure have been eliminated and the student exposure
rate to asbestos is close to zero
percent.
"The biggest risks to students
is when they accidentally expose
themselves by intentionally damaging pipes and exposing the
asbestos," Kaplan said.
He said exposed asbestos
creates a small risk for students, but said the health risk of
breathing cigarette smoke is
ater than tor inhaling asbesAccording to Johnson, the federal government does not require asbestos removal, but recommends the material be monitored, repaired or replaced if
damaged.

Kaplan said removing the asbestos can create the opportunity for the insulation fibers to
float in the air.
"There's more danger (of exKure) in removing it then in
zing it there," he said.
Robert McGeein, vice president of operations and director
of capital planning, said it would
cost an estimated $6 million to
remove all asbestos from campus.
He said $200,000 has already
been spent removing or repairing asbestos at the University
and another $1.1 million will be
spent on additional measures
within the next two years.
Eventually, the University
Clans to replace all the asbestos,
IcGeeinsaid.
"It's something we want to get
rid of and will get rid of as funds
are provided to do so," McGeein
said.
He said state legislature gives
the University over $1 million
every two years for asbestos
removal, but said it will take
time to complete the process.
"Because of the income strain
from the state to pay for asbestos removal, it could take 10
years or more," McGeein said.
Johnson said specially-trained
University employees handle
the asbestos problems on campus.
Asbestos removal workers are
paid time-and-a-half plus 10 percent of their base pay for overtime hours spent handling the
insulation, Johnson said.

by Christian Thompson
staff reporter

McDonald Quadrangle nightguards last week reported
several pay phones were missing from the residence hall.
The phones were not stolen, however. Instead, they were removed by the General Telephone and Electronics Co. because
thephones were not bringing in enough revenue.
Charles Potter, GTE focal service manager, said the company removed the phones after revenues were evaluated for a
year.
"The criterion for a pay phone to be placed is revenue. Some
of the phones on campus were only making a dollar a month
according to our usage study," Potter said. "This study was a
year-long process ... that resulted in the removal of phones
they felt were not being used."
Potter said be believes the limited use of the pay phones was
because student rooms have their own phones and Greek living
units have house phones.
He said he thinks most people prefer to make long-distance
cans in the privacy of their rooms.
Potter said maintenance of the phones was also a problem.
"The handset of one phone was ripped off. The cost of repairing the $300 phone greatly exceeded its revenue of about $12 a
year," Potter said.
Despite GTE's concern with revenue, the company will continue to have one pay phone per residence hall and other pay
phones located around campus for personal and safety needs,
Potter said.
Potter said GTE plans to remove pay phones from the
Harshman and Kreischer Quadrangles in the near future, leaving one per residence hall for student use.

Call Card
a Continued from page 1.
He said "although he is able to
use a competitor's card, it is no
longer economical to do so.
"I don't appreciate feeling
forced to use the card when I

don't feel it is as economical as
my card was," he said. "I question telecommunications' decision to add new lines when
they supposedly have so little
money in their budget that they
must place the 50-cent charge on
students."

Rumor

.

D Continued from page 1.
the two buildings can be easily interpreted as a spider, X, or
swastika.

MEAL
TICKETS

WINTER COLORS DE BENETTON

Franklin Park Mall & Portside Marketplace
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But officials of NBC-TV in New York say a psychic has not appeared on Phil Donahue's show recently and, when asked whether
the story was true, said, "Oh, not that rumor again. It comes up
every October."
Larry Newbree, Kreischer complex coordinator, said a few students have approached him about it, but the rumors have faded fast.
"I feel it's better to ignore a rumor than to address it. If you address it, the flames are usually fanned," Newbree said.

March

,

D Continued from page 1.
"I hope that all women on this
campus who are concerned
about their own safety would
show up to improve conditions

and I hope all men concerned
about their sisters, mothers and
friends would show up to support
them," Taliaferro said.

THE WASH HOUSE
24 HR. COIN-OP LAUNDROMAT
250 N. Main - 1 block No. of Howard's
VISIT OUR DAIRY DEPOT & TANNING CENTER
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Clip these coupons
'
now! They're your ticket from
Little Caesars' to eating wall on
a student budget.

THURSDAY:
College I.D. Night
reduced admission with I.D.
ENTERFOLD CONTEST

M

AMANI ROOM - NORTHEAST COMMONS
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14th
12:00-1:00 P.M.

A SHOWCASE OF ETHNIC CULTURE AID TALENT

RIDAY:
Silver Bullet Night
95* Drinks & Suds
Collect all the
SILVER BULLETS
and win Fantastic Prizes!
18 and over
CHECK OUT OUR HEW LIGHT SHOW

little Caesars Ffcoa

"ECAPTI0NS

25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254

PROMOTING ETHNIC CULTURAL DIVERSITY, FELLOWSHIP
AND FUN AT LUNCHTIME
SPONSORED BY: THE ETHNIC CULTURAL ARTS PROCRAM • ECAP
(A DIVISION OF THE ETHNIC STUDIES DEPARTMENT)

featuring the offerings of:
Phillip Royster - drumming
Katana Hall - dancln'...RIcardo Fraztr • accompanying drum
John Scott • reading fiction
Angola Spence Nelson • musical selection
Rita Norton • dramatic recitation
AND YOU I
SMACKS PROVIDED

B.Y.O.L. (BRING YOUR OWN LUNCH)
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Senior's heart belongs to Japan
by Judy Immel
special assignmenl reporter

At home in Ohio, people ask University senior
Kevin Matthews if he is Japanese.
So when the dark-haired, dark-eyed Matthews
returned to Japan this year after a 15-year absence, he was surprised to be asked by the
Japanese if he was American.
With an American father and a Japanese
mother, Matthews has a heartfelt answer to the
question of his nationality.
"I speak English and my brain is American. But
myheart— it's Japanese, he said.
The 22-year-old was bom in Dayton but moved to
Japan for five years when he was 1 because of his
father's service in the U.S. Air Force.
When the armed forces were recalled from Asia
in 1973, the Matthews family returned to Dayton.
Matthews only brought home a few Japanese
words and memories of the country.
"When I was young, I could say basic words in
Japanese— like cat, dog, water and rice," he said,
dressed in a casual gray-striped shirt he bought in
Japan.
"I didn't learn to speak Japanese until I came to
college and took Japanese classes for three
years."
And it was through the University that Matthews
got his second chance to visit his mother's homeland.
Matthews, an international business and management information systems major, was an intern in the international department of the Teraoka Seiko Co. in Tokyo from January to July,
1968, through a program offered by the University.
The company is internationally known as DIGI,
and produces weighing, labeling and wrapping
machines for businesses, especially supermarkets.
"I was the fifth student from BG to have the internship. Japanese companies are always looking
for people who speak English so they can compete
internationally, Matthews explained, as he carefully turned the pages of the portfolio of work he
haddone.

His duties at DIGI included checking the English
on advertising copy, brochures, news releases and
manuals, giving tours and translating for distributors from other countries, and teaching an English
class at night.
"I was really busy every weekday — I worked
from nine to six and taught English from 6:30 to
nine at night. Then, I'd go to dinner with my class
so we could practice English some more, so I
wouldn't get home till about 11," he said.
It wasn't until weekends Matthews had free time
and a chance, as he put it, to "rediscover Japan."
"I visited all my relatives who lived in cities all
over Japan. And I went back to see people I used to
play with when I was little," he said.
Matthews recounted one day at the beach when
his friends good-naturedly laughed at him because
he got sunburned — something infrequent among
the dark-skinned Japanese, he said.
Another activity Matthews enjoyed while in
Japan was going to the karaoke, or singing bars.
The bar would have music videos on screen
without the singing. Then you'd go up front and
sing into a microphone. If an American could sing
a Japanese song at the bar, they'd buy you drinks
for the rest of the night," he said.
Matthews said the Japanese were usually surprised he could speak their language so well after
only three years of study.
But Matthews admitted lie had a trick.
"I'd try not to say too much and when I did, I'd
Eractice the words in my head over and over beore I'd actually say them."
Matthews communicated with his co-workers
and many others in English. The Japanese, especially the younger people, seemed to delight in
English and Americanism in general, Matthews
"One of my friends at the office was named Harishima, and I called him Dirty Harishima. They
loved it," he said.
Matthews also told of one time be came out of the
subway and saw a kid with a Lakers jacket on.
"I said to him, "That's my favorite team, too,'
and he said, 'Yah, good baseball team,' " Matthews said, smiling.
The six months in Japan went quickly for Mat-

BG News/Pat Mlngarelll
Kevin Matthews, international management Information systems major, spent a year in Japan as an intern
and says that one day he might want to live there.

thews.
"I couldn't believe it when my visa was up," he
said.
^
Teraoka, the company where he worked, had
asked Matthews to come back when he graduates
in 1990 — but he said "that will be a tough choice."
"I want to go to France next summer through
another program at the University. I think it's because of my father's interest in the world — at one
time, he spoke 12 languages — that I'm adventur-

ubs support minorities \
by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter
Sometimes having a friend
with similar ideals nelps ease
the transition from home to college.
According to a representative
of the Office of Minority Affairs, the 22 campus minority
support groups are designed to
pull together students of similar
backgrounds to increase their
success.
For the 1968-89 school year,
many of the previously organized groups have been reestablished this semester
through the Office of Student
Activities and Orientation and
through the Office of Minority
Affairs, said Charlene KempQueener, director of minority
programs and activities.
Despite the regrouping, some
minority organizations disbanded due to lack of members, she
said.

ate Association and the Lesbian
Association for the Advanceand Gav Alliance.
ment of Colored People.
There are also organizations
Sororities established for
aimed at minority student goals
black students are Alpha Kappa
Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta, Si- and plans for the future, she
gma Gamma Rho and Zeta Phi said. Examples of these are the
Minority Business Student AsBeta while black fraternities
sociation, Minority Students in
are Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa
Legal Professions, and MinorAlpha Psi and Sigma Gamma
ity Students in Pre-Law.
Rho.
Although all support groups
In addition to the support are outlined for specific minorigroups for black students at the ties, Jack Taylor, assistant vice
University, there are also president of Minority Affairs,
Soups catering to other minor- said their office tries to appeal
' groups, including the Carib- to all members of the Universibean Association, the Jewish ty student body in its activities.
"We provide social and culStudents Group, La Union de
Estudiantes Latinos, the Asso- tural programming through the
ciation of People in Communi- Office of Minority Affairs,"
cation, the Third World Gradu- Taylor said.
v*o*o*o*o*o*&*<ot&*ta*o*t»*t>*o*
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In the past two weeks, the world's best
athletes have gathered to go tor the
medals.
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2 Locations

NOW YOU CAN GO FOR THE

HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W. Wooster
353-3281
6 Beds
Air Conditioned

KODAK GOLD
at
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Picture Place
372-8891

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
354-1559
7 Beds
Open Daily til 10 p.m.

Monday thru Thursday 9:30-4:00 Friday 9:30-3:00

- Since 1980-

,
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ATTENTION
GRADUATE STUDENTS AND
SENIORS

NO COVER

WS 520 - French Women Writers:
A Revolution in Consciousness

Because of the lack of members, the Gothic Christian Fellowship and the Malaysian Student Association, she said.
The 18 members of the MSA
still on campus have become
part of the World Student Association, she said. WSA membership is not limited to minorities, but rather is open to all.
Groups re-esta' Dshed for this
school year range from social
fraternities and sororities for
black students to the WSA for
international students.
Other groups aimed at black
students are the Board of Black
Cultural Activities, the Black
Student Union, the Black Greek
Council, the African Peoples
Association and the National

WILL BE TAUGHT SPRING 1989
******** Section 4414 *********
Wednesday Nights, 6-9 p.m.

GEORGIA
PEACH BAND
Thursday-Saturday,
October 13-15
* Every Thursday 10-11:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast oi 88.1 WBGll
Howard's Is I Designiled Driver Partidpiat

See Prof. Gould, Dept. of Romance Languages
224 Shatzel Hall

wswswswswswswswswswswswswswswswswswswswsws
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Sigma Chi Fraternity

X

EAT
BIG
AND
WIN!!!

"Japan offers a very different and exciting culture. Tokyo is a city the size of New York, but you
aren't afraid there. People work very hard and are
honest. And there's so much to do there," he said.
"The city really struck me. Someday, I would
like to live in Japan."

GO FOR THE GOLD

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN

ous. Ever since forever, we've traveled."
Matthews said the Japanese culture is a contrast
from the American way of life.

Tuesdays. October 18. 25.
November 1. 8, and 15 at 7 p.m.
at Frlech's BIO BOY.
Wooster St.
GET YOUR TEAM TOGETHER a ENTER
THE BIG BOY EATING TOURNAMENT 11
Sponsored by: FRISCH'S BIG BOY

93Q
16 Sponsored teams of 3 people are needed for this single-elimination tournament I Sign-up is
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE in one of the following areas:
* Greek Organizations
* Residence Halls (see your hall council)
* Campus Organizations
•(5 teams per category. Teams must be sponsored by a recognized organization).
• Plus ONE INDEPENDENT TEAM (no organization affiliation required).

• BIG PRIZES *
1st Place - Each team member will receive a fSOO tuition
Scholarship from Fnsch'sll
2nd Ploce - Eoch team member gets tISO for Spring semester booksl
3rd & 4th Places - Each team member gets »50 in Frisch's gift certificates!
ht round winners - Eoch team member gets a tlO Fnsch's certificate!
•'Everyone gets a 93Q/Frisch's Big Boy T-Shirt"
Sign-ups in the
office - 3rd floor, Union, Wednesday,
October 5th - Wednesday, October 12th at 5 p.m. For more information.

announces its Fall 1988
PLEDGE CLASS
Jon AltJc
Andy Bardar
Steve Cunningham
Jeff Deel
Greg Eyerly

Adam McElwain
Tim Ruff
Devin Westhause
Paul Whybrew
Steve Hauer

Scott Gillie

Dave Osmond

Chris Griffin

Vic Pascucci

Chad Kemper

Fritz Menke

Matt Kirbabas

John Gould
Mitch Dougherty

Dave McDorman
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Awareness Week begins
by Ivan Groget
reporter

With the higher drinking age
increasing the number of
underage students, Alcohol
Awareness Week has taken on
new importance, according to
the week's campus coordinator.

However, through the collaborated effort of University organizations and employees, the
week has extended its awareness events to include Oct. 18.

educate the students on responsible drinking, make them
aware of alcohol abuse and their
effects, and prove to them you
can have fun without drinking."

"Alcohol Awareness Week
was extended because we wanted to incorporate things on Saturday and Sunday," Adler said.

A comprehensive schedule
has been set with a variety of
events planned daily, she said.
Speakers, a trivia contest and a
party are planned.

Beth Adler, the coordinator,
said the week was designed because "there are a lot of myths
about drinking and we want to
make people aware of drinking."

Though there is no national
theme for Alcohol Awareness
Week, the University has adopted "Alcohol Awareness '88:
Know the Issues" as its theme,
Adler said.

The nationally-recognized
week is generally held Oct. 17 to
21.

I-aura Shock, public relations
coordinator for the week, said
"The goals for this year are to

Shock said a list of events will
be printed in the Newsand will
also be available from Fact
Line.
Both day and evening events
have been planned to Increase
the number of students that can
participate, Shock said.

Club seeking sober drivers
ordinator for USG.
"If role models go, then it might encourage students," she said.
She said it is not USG's aim to stop drinking, but
Undergraduate Student Government will ask
to get students to make responsible decisions
students To Join a club that may save lives.
As part of Alcohol Awareness Week, USG is re- about it.
cruiting members for the "I'm Driving Club," a
USG had an "I'm Driving" sign-up last year and
national sober-driving club.
.
Mmlfiiia may join the club through USG, which successfully registered a number of students, Kowill have a tent in the Union Oval from 9:30 a.m. to myanek said.
'"The thing we are trying to stay away from is
4:30 p.m., Oct. 17-21.
The organization will send letters to resident ad- 18-and-over nights, and support places like Dry
visers, hall directors, deans and heads of depart- Dock, Quad Rock Cafe and Frank's Place," she
ments, said Cathy Komyanek, public relations co- said.
by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

BG News/Pat Mlngarelll

Weather Watcher

Susan Koslcki, sophomore liberal studies major, reads the relative humidity from a strip chart on a hygrothermalgraph. The graph also gives the high and low temperatures of the day. She Is collecting the data
for her meteorology class. Geography 213. The graph and other meteorology instruments are located on
the roof of the corridor between University and Hanna halls.

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
Stwl /or your copy today!
Prat Catalog
Bo. 37000
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Eating
a Continued from page 1.
Treatment also involves group
therapy where patients talk
about their problems with therapists and other patients, she
said.
"Sometimes, (the group ses-

sions) become very emotional
for the patients, but the patients
support each other and this teaches them how to express their
feelings," Silka said.
Other programs offered during treatment cover nutritional
education, self-esteem courses
and family therapy, Silka said.
Depending on now severe the
illness is, treatment can take
from two weeks to two months,
Silka said.
She said people who continue
receiving treatment usually recover, but those who do not often
suffer a relapse of the disorder.
Ross Luscombe, clinical coordinator of the eating disorder
Ejgram, said people can also
ve a relapse when they face
future stresses.
"It's really a tough illness to
get over." Luscombe said.
For those who wish to lose
weight safely, the key is to establish healthy eating habits,
according to Tekla Madaras,
Wood County Hospital dietician.
She said dieters should lose
weight slowly, space meals
evenly through the day, avoid
skipping meals, eat slowly and
plan snacks and keep track of
progress.
"Weight management can
often be controlled by following
a sensible program of diet and
exercise," Madaras said.
She said a well-balanced diet
includes food from the four basic
food groups and should provide
a recommended daily allowance
of vitamins and minerals.
A well-balanced diet generally
includes between 1,000 and 1,200
calories a day, she said.
She suggested students watch
for foods with "hidden" calories, exercise regularly to help
shed pounds and avoid the "yoyo effect" of gaining weight and
losing weight, only to re-gain it.
"Health depends on keeping
body weight under control,
safely and permanently," Madaras said.

Sweetest Day is
Sat., Oct. IS

Give her a Kiss
for Sweetest Day . . .
This beautifully crafted
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Calderon plant is tested
by Scott R.Whltehead
ctty reporter

For those concerned with
Bowling Green's energy future,
all eyes are on Alliance— where
a prototype of the Calderon
power plant is being built.
If the experimental project
Broves successful, a fully operaonal model of the project will
be built in the Bowling Green
area, according to Charles Kerr,
city finance director.
The groundbreaking for the
proto-development unit occurred in September, Kerr said,
adding the city is likely to purchase power from Calderon in
the future if all goes well in Alliance.
"That's a decision that will
have to be made down the road
when it (the power plant) has

been proven successful. Certainly, the concept of low-cost
power is appealing to us," he
said.
Kerr said construction on the
proto-type is expected to be finished by April 1,1889.

Originally contacted in 1985 to
build the experimental plant,
Calderon has said his process
would provide cheaper and
cleaner energy than conventional sources.
lite plant would generate e-

"Any estimates of cost I've heard In the
past are not applicable now, but whatever
the cost ends up being it has to be
competitive to be worthwhile,"
-Charles Kerr, city finance director
The mastermind behind what
is called the Calderon Gasification process is Albert Calderon,
a local inventor. Calderon, in
Denver on business, could not be
reached for comment on the
Cress of the Alliance proto-

lectricity by converting high sulfur coal into a gas, Calderon has
said.
Kerr said, in addition to the electridty, usable by-products
including rich gas and lean gas
would be produced at the plant.
The rich gas could be refined

to form methanol, which could
possibly be used as an alternate
fuel to gasoline, he said. Lean
gas could be burned to produce
enough energy to power a turbine engine, he said.
The Calderon energy plant
would have to be cost-effective
to interest the dty, Kerr said.
"Any estimates of cost I've
heard in the past are not applicable now, but whatever the cost
ends up being it has to be competitive to be worthwhile," he said.
Although three years have
passed since the city expressed
an interest in the project, Kerr
said he is still optimistic.
"It's taken more time than anticipated, but I think the project
is taking shape in nice fashion,"
he said.

City names Pratt fire sergeant
by Linda Hoy
city editor

Bowling Green's newest fire
sergeant, Bruce Pratt, a nineyear veteran of the fire department, has a philosophy for dealingr with the stress of his job.
'The thing to keep in
mind is that no
matter how
the situations
we encounter
end, you're
still a human
being," Pratt
said.
Pratt, who
was promoted
from firefighter to sergeant bv

Mayor Edwin Miller last week,
will take charge of the fireflghting platoon when the fire lieutenant is absent.
Miller said he appointed Pratt
because of his "long-time service" to the department and the
recommendation of Fire Chief
JackGonyer.
Gonyer said Pratt's experience in dealing with emergencies is "excellent."
In addition to being a firefighter, Pratt is also a trained
paramedic and goes out on
emergency calls.
Pratt took a 520-hour course to
be a paramedic and is in charge
of recognizing the signs and
symptoms a patient snows so
treatment can be administered,
he said.

After calling the hospital and
explaining what has happened to
the patient and supplying other
information such as the person's
age and vital signs, the hospital
may suggest medication or further treatment, he said.
"They (hospital doctors) may
ask a question that I've missed
which is always good because
that means they're paying attention to you," Pratt said with a
smile.
Situations Pratt encounters
may end in death for the victim.
If a victim dies, Pratt said he
can sometimes rationalize the
death in his mind.
"Adult auto accidents generally don't upset me at all, he
said. "You can justify some
deaths in your mind and it

Skateboards banned
Sport prohibited in downtown business district
by Scot! R. Whiiehead
dty reporter

to them they understood the
merchants' position," he said.
Quinn said he did not know the
exact penalty involved for an
offender, but said it would almost certainly be a misdemeanor. He also said citations
would not always be given.
"With an offense of this
nature, a policeman using good
common sense would probably
only warn a first offender. The
penalty would probably be given
only with a repeat offender," he

admitted there is a definite need
for some rules.
"Really nobody should have to
worry about running into a
skateboarder when they're in
the downtown city business district," he said.
He compared this new law to
the current bicycle ordinance,
which states that no bicycling is
allowed on downtown sidewalks.
Quinn said he does not foresee
any problem enforcing both
laws.
"It usually isn't an issue, but
every once in a while we have to
remind people that the law is
there."

Bowling Green skateboarders
can no longer perform their
"rad" moves in front of downtown businesses.
Last month, City Council
unanimously approved an ordinance banning skateboarding
on downtown business district
sidewalks.
John Quinn, council president,
said the legislation was enacted
Quinn said ordinances like this
due to the demands of local
one sometimes seem trivial, but
businessmen.
"Actually, this goes back to
three years ago when merchants
came to former Mayor (Bruce)
Bellard and expressed their
worries about skateboarders
running into their customers,"
Quinn said.
"At the time we thought everything would blow over and lust
ORIGINAL
sort of die, but the issue nas
come up again."
There were no dissenting opinions at last week's meeting, but
some high school students com1025 NORTH MAIN - BOWLING GREEN
plained when the problem origi(419)352-9113
nally arose, Quinn said.
"When it first came up a few
Sun.-Thurs. 10:30-10:00
years ago. several students
Fri. & Sat. 10:30-11:00
from the nigh school wrote letters to me (defending the use of
skateboards), but once I talked
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doesn't hurt you."
Pratt said adults' deaths,
which are caused through their
own actions, are easier to deal
with than a child's death.
"Generally a child's death is
do to someone's neglect and not
their own," he said.
Pratt said when a child dies,
the experience sometimes stays
in his mind for a long time.
"When you see a child killed
and the parent pleading with you
with their eyes and they're begging you to save their child-that's something that you won't
forget," he said.
Pratt, who has three children,
said the f iref ighting aspect of his
job involves some emotional
stress and, sometimes, fear.
"Granted there are times
when I've been frightened, but
you have to shake that fear off
and become very aggressiveminded," he said. "I think a certain amount of fear gives you a
certain amount of respect for
the elements you are facing."

by Rebecca Thomas
assistant city editor

Bowling Green trash collectors gathered over two tons of
recyclables last Friday on the
first day of a five-month pilot
recycling program.
Dave Barber, director of public works, said the city had a return contribution rate of 60 percent on the containers.
"This was more than we expected, it was a very good reBarber said. "Though
if may taper off after the novelty
of the project is gone, it's still a
better response than we expected on the average."
He said 330 containers were
distributed to residents in District 5 who are scheduled for
Friday trash collection. From
the containers collected, the dty
recycled about 37 pounds of
newspaper, 800 pounds of glass
and 50 pounds of aluminum,
Barber said.
"Money from the recycling
will go toward the Javcees until
the city determines who will pay
what, and what costs there will
be," he said. "We will then work
it out with the Jaycees to get
money for the material we recycle."

Barber said the city experienced only minimal reluctance
to participation in the program.
Some just didn't want the
containers, because they don't
get enough to recycle or
whatever reason they gave," he
said. "I respect that, they don't
have to participate right now.
Most people were very supportive and thought it was a great
idea."
Though the Oct. 7 collection
was the first of its kind. Barber
said his crew can already
foresee some problems and obstacles that will have to be taken
care of. These include a truck
designed specifically for recycling, since the crew is currently
using a trailer to hold the materials.
"Gathering the materials was
time-consuming and difficult,
very rough on the physical being
of the collectors,'' Barber said.
"We need something that will
make it more convenient and
easier."
Another problem the collectors encountered was handling
of the materials, Barber said.
"Actually getting the material
into the truck presented a problem. We may need a conveyor
belt or something like that," he
said. "But, these are things that
we want to find out, that s why
it's called a pilot program."
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Agency enforces child support
by Linda Hoy
city editor

Parents who are not receiving
child support from a former
spouse now have an agency in
Wood County to help them obtain payments.
The Wood County Child Support Enforcement Agency, formed July 1, now has the personnel and working relationships to
help enforce child support payments, Nannette Glonek, CSEA
director, said at a press conference Wednesday.
Several county employees and
agencies have signed cooperative agreements to aid CSEA
in enforcement of child support,
including the Wood County
Prosecuting Attorney, Juvenile
Court, Clerk of Courts and the
Department of Human Services,

Glonek said.
The announcement of the
agency's formation was delayed
until all the working relationships were in place, she
said.
CSEA will now be better able
to track cases, finding out a person's whereabouts and determining whether he or she is financially able to make payments, she said.
"We will prosecute if necessary (to obtain payments),"
Glonek said.
Pavments may be particularly difficult to obtain from a parent who is living out of state,
Glonek said.
However because of a federal
law passed last week, CSEA now
has the option of contacting a
state central agency if a parent
who is not paying support re-

sides outside of Wood County,
she said.
Glonek said the central
agency will contact a local
agency in the person's area of
residency and report back to
CSEA.

Prior to CSEA's formation,
people who wanted to enforce
child support could approach
either Bureau Support in the
Court of Common Pleas or the
Department of Human Services,
Amos said.

"It's gotten to the point where the focus
is solely on financial issues,"
-Chuck Faber, member of Lucas County
Fathers for Equal Rights
City budget director Linda
Amos said CSEA's formation
was prompted by the passage of
a state law last July which allowed an advisory board to be
formed on the status of child
support services in Wood
County.

"People (in Wood County) did
not know what they had to do if
they had a problem with child
support (before CSEA's formation)," she said.
Amos said the advisory board
determined that an independent
agency under the direction of

the Board of County Commissioners be formed, and CSEA
was developed.
Although the financial support
of children will now be enforced
in Wood County, the emotional
support of children is being neglected, according to some noncustodial fathers who attended
the press conference.
Leonard Standish, member of
Wood County Fathers for Equal
Rights, said his group is concerned with "the rights of children who are caught in the
crossfire of divorce.
Standish said children may be
denied access to family members by the parent who gets custody.
"We hope that the state and
county will help us at our level to
see our children," he said.
Chuck Faber, member of
Lucas County Fathers for Equal

Rights, said emotional support
is Being denied to children when
they cannot see a parent.
Faber said balance needs to
be reached in the issue of child
support.
''It's gotten to the point where
the focus is solely on financial
issues," he said.
Betty Montogomery, Wood
County Prosecuting Attorney,
said 'I agree with you (Faber).
we cannot ignore the emotional
Suestion but this agency has to
eal with the financial question."
Glonek said although federal
law dictates that CSEA deal
with the financial aspect of child
support, enforcement of visitation rights may not be far away.
"I think you'll see (legislation
dealing with enforcement of
visitation rights) within the next
couple of years," she said.

School drug education planned
by Scott Korpowskl
staff reporter
The United States gave Molly
Laflin nearly $320,000 for drugs.
Specifically, the University
was awarded two grants from
the U.S. Department of Education, enabling Laflin, an assistant professor in the school of
HPER, to establish drug educa-

tion programs.
The first grant of $125,801 is
funding a school-based program
to educate school personnel on
student drug use.
Coaches, cooks, custodians,
counselors and bus drivers, as
well as teachers and administrators, are being encouraged
to participate in the "Drug-Free
Schools" program, Laflin said.
"People like custodians fre-
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quently see student drug problems better than teachers, Laflin said of the need to include
the entire school community in
eliminating student drug abuse.
The project is made up of 16
sessions, and includes two curriculum, one which outlines kindergarten through sixth grade
drug education and one with an
overall focus on kindergarteners
through high school seniors.
The kindergarten-b'th grade
curriculum focuses on defining
prevention of drug abuse by students and identifying ways to
build student self-esteem, Laflin
said.
The kindergarten-12th grade
objectives are to train all levels
of school personnel in the identification and prevention of drug
abuse, she said.
One University graduate
school credit or 2.5 Continuing
Education Units can be earned
by participating in one of the
workshops, Laflin said. CEU
credits require 25 additional
classroom hours, she said.
Both one and three day workshops are offered, she said.
The second grant provides
$194,000 to establish a state-wide
program to unify Ohio commun-

How to make a hit

ities in the fight against student
drug use.
Projected as four regional
workshops, Laflin said she plans
to use the conferences to unify
communities in fighting drug
abuse.
Parents, local police, juvenile
court officials, business people,
church and community leaders
will be encouraged to attend the
conferences because drug abuse
is more thin a problem for
schools alone, Laflin said.
"It is not just a school problem," Laflin said. "If so, we
wouldn't have drug abuse in the
summer."
One aspect of the conferences
is to provide practical solutions
to youth drug problems. Laflin
said she believes groups like the
Just Say No Foundation have
done marvelous work, but said

believing "just saying no" to
drugs wul solve all drug related
problems is terribly naive.
"I'm not out to re-invent the
wheel," she said. "My goal is to
pull people together and do
something practical."
To this end, Laflin said an extensive resource book outlining
the "how-to's" of handling drug
Sroblems is being compiled for
le conferences. Media campaigns against drugs and running "lock-in" proms are examples of topics included in the
book, she said.
"I want to make sure they
don't just walk away and say
'Gee, that was nice,' she said.
"Rather, they should come
away with something very practical and positive."
The first conference is scheduled for May 11-12 in Toledo,

Laflin, who teaches "Concepts
of Human Sexuality" and "Personal Wellness" said she believes drug abuse and drug trafficking to be very pervasive
problems that effect the entire
world.

ODOT equips for snow
department conducted the inspections with the assistance of
district personnel from safety,
equipment, maintenance, ana
communications, Bliss said.

by Scott R. Whltehead
city reporter
The Christmas decorations
are already up in the local department stores. And the Ohio
Department of Transportation is
ready for the first snowfall. All
of this on Oct. 13.
On Oct. 4, ODOT visited the
Wood County garage on Mitchell
Road to inspect snow plows and
salt trucks, Kay Bliss, director
of public information, said.
Inspectors from the Columbus

She said safety inspectors
checked for emergency supplies
such as flares, flags, and firstaid. Equipment inspectors examined the mechanical aspects
of the trucks, maintenance
workers inspected the calibrations on the trucks and plows,
and communications employees
made sure radios operated
properly.
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with the following conferences
to be held in the Columbus, Cincinnati and Akron areas, she
said.
Laflin is currently applying
for a third grant which could
provide between $38,000-$50,000
tor establishing volunteer programs addressing adolescent
social concerns, including illicit
drug use.
The project proposed by Laflin would establish a drop-in recreation center in Perrysburg
open to adolescents and run by
volunteers.
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Although she did not have the
specific details, Bliss said the
initial results of the inspection
seemed favorable.
"I understand it went very
well. They (the inspectors) performed a very thorough inspection, and went over everything from radios to engines to
the tires," Bliss said.
Once the trucks were found to
be in working order, Bliss said
the workers made an effort to
improve the look of the vehicles.
•'If they (the trucks) needed
repainting or were rusty, they
were sandblasted and then repainted," she said.
Bliss added that ODOT has divided the state into 12 districts,
and Wood County is part of District Two. The remaining 11
counties in the district were inspected last week as well, Bliss
said.
Wood County encompasses 567
rural miles which must be maintained by snow plows and
trucks, the most of any of this
district's counties. Buss also
said Wood County uses 18
trucks, more than any other
county.
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Elsewhere
Waste disposal monitored Soviets may
Safety officer insures proper clumping by hospitals
begin filing
tax returns
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blood were washing ashore. AIDS is a fatal
disease spread through sexual and blood-toblood contact.
In addition to a bed and pillow, a patient's
room gets a special red-colored plastic container the size of a small trash bucket with a
cover sealed in place.
Each time a nurse gives an injection,
takes blood or does any other procedure involving a needle or syringe, the item goes
into the container, ana it is removed daily to
a locked basement tunnel for pickup by a
contractor.
These needles and related items are branded "sharps" because they can prick the
skin if touched, thus depositing potentially
infected fluids directly into a nurse's skin.
Less risky soft materials, including badly
soiled sheets, cotton swabs and bandages, go
into bedside color-coded bags and also are
picked up daily by a specially trained Janitor
who wears gloves.
"That's what we're always afraid of,"
said Gaiser, referring to the possibility of a
"sharp" like a needle being mistakenly
dumped into a bag and then poking through
the plastic to prick someone.
"But, again, we've never had a case of a
Birson getting infected from a prick," said
aiser, who keeps track of such things and
reviews every report of a prick.
On the patient floors, nurses understand
the risk of mishandling medical waste that
may be infected, said Lynn Yurko, head
nurse on the hospital bum unit.
"We have always worn gloves here," she
said. "You're worried, what if that patient

CLEVELAND (AP) — Raymond E.
Gaiser, a cautious man surrounded by cautious professionals, frowns at the idea of
medical waste like blood-stained syringes,
tubes and catheters washing up on East
Coast and Lake Erie beaches.
Gaiser, safety officer at Cleveland Metro
General Hospital, supervises the disposal of
more than 75 tons of medical waste a year
under strict federal guidelines and a tough
new Ohio law.
Hospitals go to great trouble to carefully
dispose of medical waste, said Gaiser, 54,
who has worked in hospital services for 17
years. He suspects the summertime rash of
syringes and tubes washing up on beaches
and scaring off tourists was the work of unscrupulous naulers.
"I think every hospital is looking for the
safest way to get rid of waste," Gaiser said.
A recent congressional study estimated
that America's nearly 7.000 acute-care hospitals generate 3.2 million tons of medical
waste annually, 26 pounds for every man,
woman and child living in the United States.
Up to 15 percent of the waste is considered
potentially infectious, a figure that has risen
dramatically because of concerns about the
spread of acquired immune deficiency syndrome, the American Hospital Association
says.
Hundreds of syringes washed up on Lake
Erie beaches in August, some containing cocaine. On the East Coast, hundreds of
thousands of people stayed away from beaches this summer because of reports that
syringes and vials containing AIDS-tainted

has AIDS."
At the other end of the medical waste loop,
Dwayne Hatacher, 26, has a similar concern
for AIDS and other infectious diseases as he
makes the daily rounds of patient rooms
with a big red plastic cart to pick up waste
containers.

"I don't want to catch nothing," he said.
He doesn't have to be reminded by his boss
to wear gloves as he places the waste into
cardboard boxes to await a pickup by the
hospital's waste hauler.
The hauler incinerates waste in a
1,900-degree unit the same day it arrives and
sends the resulting ash to a landfill.
Handling the medical waste carefully
comes at a price — Metro General pays 30
cents a pound to have it hauled away plus 8
cents per pound for the boxes into which the
waste is placed for final removal off the
loading dock.
In all the hospital pays about $60,000 a
year to haul away ana incinerate infectious
waste, which represents only a fraction of
the waste generated by nearly 20,000
patients annually, including one or two AIDS
victims every day.
An Ohio law that went into effect Aug. 11
requires hospitals to incinerate or sterilize
infectious wastes. Robin Spencer, director of
6tanning and health systems for the Ohio
ospital Association, estimates the law
raised disposal costs from 3 cents a pound to
between 35 cents and 50 cents.

MOSCOW (AP) - Another
Western influence may soon
follow rock music and fast
food into Soviet society: the
ritual of filing annual financial returns and paying a
progressive income lax.
A pair of economists said in
articles published Wednesday
that a complete reform of the
Soviet tax system is necessary to expose those who have
made fortunes in the mulUbillion dollar black market, and
income more equita"To search for some kind of
scientific approach in our
system of taxation is useless," Deputy Finance Minister Viktor Semenov told the
weekly Moscow News.
Semenov and economist V.
Yaroshenko, writing in the
Communist Party daily
newspaper Pravda, both said
a yearly statement of income
and expenditures was essential.

Yaroshenko added that the
income tax should be made
more progressive, as it is in
many other countries, to be
fairer to poor people.
Currently, Soviets pay a
flat 10 percent of their income
in tax if they make less than
$320 a month, the average industrial wage. The rate increases a few percentage
points for higher incomes.
Most taxes are deducted at
the work place and workers
don't need to file annual tax
returns.
Yaroshenko's article was
the second published in Pravda in two days to address the
effects of economic reforms
on the Soviet poor. In an article published Tuesday, a
farm economist said increasing food prices would be an
unacceptable way to eliminate the $105 billion the
government pays every year
in subsidies.

Cover up involves attorney Job loss upsets
WEST PALM BEACH, Fta.
(AP) — Police know many facts
about the hit-and-run death of
Mark Baltes, whose body was
dragged 60 feet when it was
struck by a white Buick after
midnight on March 9,1966.
But an attorney who knows
what prosecutors don't — the
name of the driver — has shielded the identity for more than
2*4 years. This week, Barry

Krischer may finally be ordered
to divulge his secret.
In a decision that challenges
the tenets of the attorney-client
privilege of confidentiality, a
Palm Beach Circuit Court judge
is considering a request by Baltes' parents to force Krischer to
disclose his client's name.
However Judge Timothy Poulton rules, both sides have
pledged to continue in a higher

court their battle over whether
civil responsibility supersedes
the attorney-client privilege.
"I believe this case will go to
the Supreme Court," said lawyer F. Lee Bailey, who has been
following the case. "The law in
this area is so unclear, it ought
to go. The Supreme Court was
made for cases like this."
The unusual struggle, which
has aroused considerable interest in the legal community, began the day after the accident
when the driver asked Krischer
if he would initiate a plea bargaln arrangement without
revealing the client's name to
authorities.
According to police, Baltes, a
28-year-old electrician, was intoxicated and quarreled with his
fiancee as she drove home from
a night out. Baltes got out of the
car and staggered down the
road.
A short while later, he was
struck and was pronounced dead
at the scene. Baltes' bloodalcohol level was 0.26, more than
Vh times the legal intoxication
level.
Detectives used car fragments at the scene and paint
chips from Baltes' skull to theor-

ize the vehicle was a 1984 or 1985
white Buick Riviera. But hundreds of police interviews and a
reward failed to yield any firm
suspects.
Krischer, in an attempt to
block pressure to disclose the
name, retained an attorney,
Scott Richardson. Richardson
opened talks with prosecutors
but did not divulge Krischer's
link to the case. He never learned the name of the driver.
Krischer eventually came
forward, but refused to identify
his client.
An attorney for Baltes' parents, who filed a $6 million
wrongful death civil suit against
the unknown driver in February, contends the attorney-client
privilege does not permit lawyers to withhold vital information during criminal investigations.
"He is harboring a fleeing
felon according to the taw," said
Joseph D.Fansh Jr.
Only relatives are not required to turn in a known criminal, Farish said.
Baltes' parents, who have sa
quietly through hearings this
month, also are exasperated af
efforts to learn the name.
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share offer. Dart has not improved its offer and has not said
whether it has been withdrawn.
"I think the company's falling
stock price today reflects the
end of takeover attempts," Aulick said. Kroger's stock fell 2%
to $55 per snare Tuesday in
heavy trading. At noon Wednesday it had risen to 55%.
But another Kroger headquarters employee, Bruce House,
said he thinks another buyout attempt is probably looming.
"I think attempts to take over
the company will continue. The
climate is ripe for them now and
Kroger is a solid company
which makes it attractive,''
House said.
Kroger is going ahead with a
massive, $4.6 billion corporate
restructuring that will force the
company to sell some assets and
prompted last week's firing of
300 of Kroger's approximately
800 headquarters employees to
save $13 million annually. The
program would leave the company smaller and highly leveraged, but still publicly owned.

CJnion Vote
a Continued from page 1.
"There are three reasons skilled trade members were not happy.
They felt they were not being listened to by the administration, he
said. "Their wages are not competitive to folks in their trade at
other places."
The third reason Rudnicki listed was that the skilled trade
workers are their own group and did not want to be lumped in with
everyone else.
Joseph Morris, labor relations specialist, monitored the five-hour
election.
"I'm here from the state to make sure no campaigning or arm
twisting takes place during the election," he said.
National regulations state the Teamsters must wait one year and
one day before they can hold another election.
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CINCINNATI (AP) - Kroger
Co. employees are concerned
that another attempt to take
over Kroger might be looming.
even after a New York-based
company withdrew its buyout
bid for the nation's largest
supermarket operator.
Employees leaving Kroger's
Cincinnati headquarters Tuesday evening were relieved that
Kohlbere Kravis Roberts & Co.,
a New York investment company specializing in corporate
takeovers, had withdrawn its
$5.03 billion, $64-per-share
buyout attempt. But concern
about Kroger and their jobs remained.
"I think we are going to make
it, but it will still be tough," said
George Aulick of Kroger's management information systems
department.
Aulick said he thinks attempts
to acquire the company will end
because Kohlberg was unsuccessful in its bid for Kroger after
a three-week effort. Dart Group
Inc.. of Landover, Md., began
the bidding for Kroger on Sept.
19 with a$4.32 billion, $55-per-
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Teamster trial seeks jurors
CLEVELAND (AP) - A federal judge and
lawyers Wednesday began reducing a field
of more than 100 prospective iurors in their
effort to find 12 for the trial of a Teamsters
international vice president and a Cleveland
local officer on racketeering and embezzlement charges.
Harold Friedman, 66, is charged with two
counts of labor racketeering, two of embezzlement and two of making false statements
to the Labor Department.
He is president of the 5,000-member
Teamsters Local 507, an international vice
president of the union since 1963, president
of the Ohio Conference of Teamsters and
president of Teamsters Joint Council 41 in
northeast Ohio. He also is president of
Bakery Workers Local 19 in Cleveland.
Co-defendant Anthony Hughes, 52, Local
507's recording secretary, is charged with
two counts of labor racketeering and one
count of embezzlement.
Until recently, both Friedman and Hughes
were overshadowed by the defense of Jackie

Presser, Teamsters president from 1963 until he died of brain cancer on July 9. Presser
was also indicted on charges of labor racketeering and embezzlement.
Questionnaires were handed out to some
125 prospective jurors on Oct. 3 to save lawyers time in the interrogation process. District Judge George W. White presided over
the start of jury selection.
"I expect this trial may take six to eight
weeks, maybe shorter or maybe a little
longer. I have no way of knowing just how
long it will take," the judge told the prospective jurors.
About 25 of them indicated to the judge a
trial of that length would cause them personal problems, and most were dismissed.
Another three were dismissed after claiming to know one of the defendants.
With 86 possible jurors then packing the
courtroom, White asked whether any of
them might not be able to ignore what may
have been previously heard or read about

the case. None responded, an indication that
extensive pre-trial publicity might not be a
factor in selection of the jury.
Federal prosecutors have alleged Presser,
as secretary-treasurer of Local 507,
masterminded the alleged 1700,000 embezzlement scheme.
The trial culminates a federal probe that
came to light on Oct. 8.1962, when federal
marshals and agents of the Department of
Labor inspector general's office seized records at Local 507. The Justice Department
hopes to prove that Friedman and Hughes
helped place on the payroll of Local 507 three
people who received money but did no union
work and benefitted personally by doing so.
Presser and Hughes have been identified
in pre-trial documents as FBI informants
who would provide their FBI "handlers"
with information about organized crime and
Teamsters inner-politics. Friedman apparently had no such FBI link, and court documents are unclear whether he knew anything about the others' FBI connection.

Ship seized in More children
Cuban waters hurt by drugs
MIAMI (AP) — A merchant
ship carrying New Zealand's
America's Cup racing yacht was
released from Cuban custody
and escorted into international
waters Wednesday, less than a
day after its seizure, the Coast
Guard said.
The brief detention was "the
maritime equivalent of 'pull you
over and check your license,'"
said Barney White, a spokesman
for the ship's agent, Zapata Gulf
Marine of Houston.
The Coast Guard said the ship,
Tampa Sea Horse, which was
seized Tuesday, is now proceeding to New York. The Cubans
claimed it was in their territorial waters, although the shipping
firm denied that.
Coast Guard Lt. Jeff Karonis
said the Tampa Sea Horse departed from the Cuban port at
about 12:40 p.m. EDT Wednesday and the Cuban harbor pilots
left 20 minutes later.

"They (crew) said they were
seized, the vessel was inspected
and their passports were
checked," Karonis said after the
Coast Guard in Miami talked to
the ship by radio.
"The Cubans claimed their
vessel was nine miles offshore,"
Karonis said. Cuba claims a
12-mile territorial limit.
"The information we have
right now is that they lare still
going to New York, he said,
"'We have not been asked to
meet them."
The ship is expected to reach
New Yore on Monday, White
said.
Stephen Snider, press secretary tor Connecticut Sen. Lowell
Weicker, said aides to the senator were told by officials at the
Cuban diplomatic mission in
Washington that the crew members aboard the ship were "safe
and well."

DAYTON (AP) — Dayton-area hospitals are seeing an alarming
increase in the number of children who are victims of family drug
abuse, a trend that is straining the resources of local government,
officials said Wednesday.
"It's just growing at such a rapid pace that it's very frightening,"
said Montgomery County Commissioner Paula MacHwaine. "It's
something that we're going to have to deal with and deal with very
Macllwaine said that in the past six months, 252 children were
brought into the care of the local children's services agency as victims of substance abuse on the part of the primary parent.
She said 80 percent of the cases were related to the use of crack, a
derivative of cocaine.
"This means that 42 children a month are having to be taken away
from their families because their mother is addicted or their father
is addicted and put in the foster care system in our county," she
said. "We don't nave enough foster care families, and we have way
too many children."
She said hospitals are calling the county agencies daily to tell
them of babies being born to addicted parents. The county must then
take the children into custody, placing them in foster homes or with
relatives.
Macllwaine said 20 children born last August were born to addicted mothers. And 13 of those babies were addicted themselves, she
said.
She said she has called for the formation of a county-wide task
force to investigate the problem and propose a plan to deal with
crack victims.

Bush, Dukakis prepare for possible breakthrough debate
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Once
again, there's talk of high stakes
as Michael Dukakis and George
Bush get ready for their second
and last debate of the 1988 presidential campaign.
Maybe this will be the
breakthrough debate, the occasion when one or the other will so
impress voters with his eloquence or ineptitude that the
election will be decided then and
there.
More likely it will be an October rerun of their September
debate.
A few new lines have appeared in the campaign weeks
following that debate.
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Look for Dukakis to hold up a
$20 bill and deride Bush's proposal for a $l,000-a-year tax
deferred savings account
Thursday night.
"Twenty bucks," he tells roaring partisan audiences.
"Twenty bucks." That, he says,
is the annual tax savings Americans would realize from the
Bush plan.
Crime has been a major
stump theme for Bush in recent
days, with renewed attacks on
the Massachusetts prison furlough program.
What might voters remember
of their first confrontation, the
debate that Dukakis likes to re-

fer to as "some of the best 90
minutes of this whole campaign"?
Tney might recall Bush's stirring defense of his running
mate, Indiana Sen. Dan Quayle.
"He took a tremendous pounding," said the vice president
"and everybody now knows that
he took a very unfair pounding."
Bush said Ouayle would do
"very, very well. And he has my
full confidence and he'll have
the confidence of people in their
30s and 40s."
The Republican nominee predicted his running mate would
do "very well when we get Into
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New York Newaday quoted
Raoul Felder, Miss Givens'
attorney, as saying the meeting may take place in New
York and that he was hopeful
that either a reconciliation or
a settlement could be worked
out between the couple.
Felder also decried criticism from the Tyson camp
that his client was after the

Former President Carter
speaks on media effects
His schedule called for no
public appearances until a
news conference Thursday
morning in Cincinnati, lust
before Carter and New York
Times columnist James Reston are to participate in a discussion of how media coverage affects public policy.
The economics panel discussion Thursday features
Carter, Walter Bartlett,
president and chief executive
officer of Multimedia Inc.,
and William Burleigh, senior
vice president of Scripps
Howard, the Cincinnati-based
communications company.

CINCINNATI (AP) Former President Jimmy
Carter leads a list of guest
speakers and panelists
scheduled to participate in a
discussion of how news media
coverage of issues affects
public policy.
The program, which began
Wednesday and concludes
Thursday, also includes a
panel discussion on economics and business reporting.
The University of Cincinnati
offered the privately sponsored program as a seminar
for journalists.

Non-Traditional Student Association
A social/service organization with
the special needs of non-traditional
students in mind.
If you are 25 or over, starting college or returning after
some time off, married or single with kids or without —
join us for one of our Fall organizational meetings.
TODAY AT NOON
HOC Moseley Hall

the debates."
Will Bush rise to the defense of
Quayle again? That should be
one moment to watch for on
Thursday night.

National Student
Exchange
/ear at one of over
80 colleges
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boxer's money. "When
someone is called a golddigjer in my book they're asking
lor money. In my 30 conversations with Miss Givens she
has never asked about
money." he said.
The New York Daily News
reported, meanwhile, that
Tyson's right hand was back
in a cast. The cast was put on
by a Cleveland doctor, but it
was unclear whether the in£y was new or a fracture at
same spot broken during
an August street scuffle, the
paper said.
Tyson, 22, is staying at the
farm ofpromoter Don King
east of Cleveland and was unavailable for comment.

CONGRATULATIONS!
OUTSTANDING STUDENT AFFAIRS STUDENT AWARDS
SEPTEMBER FINALISTS

EVENINGS 7:00 9:35

EVENINGS 6:50 ONLY

NEW YORK (AP) - Actress Robin Givens plans to
meet with estranged husband
Mike Tyson this weekend to
discuss a possible settlement
of her divorce action against
the heavyweight champion,
according to a published report Wednesday.

>end a term or a

COCKTAIL P

EVENINGS 9:20 ONLY

Givens plans meeting to
discuss divorce with Tyson
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BECAUSE YOU CARE, BOWLING GREEN IS A
BETTER PLACE
-THE STUDENT AFFAIRS STAFF
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OU game a riddle Dodgers to play A'S
in midst of season

Oakland tired of waiting
ANDYWOODARD

Commentary
Prior to Bowling Green's 42-0 rout of Ohio University Saturday,
the press box announcer made several additions to the Falcons' roster.
To be exact, six players were put on the list.
After the additions had been completed, one reporter joked, "Who
are these guys? Did they have open tryouts this week?"
No, these were just six players who hadn't dressed before. For the
most part, these were the same old Falcons.
The ones that had been blown out of the first five games. The ones
that were on a Mid-American Conference record pace for points allowed. The ones that had scored only 51 total points.
But wait.
The Falcons didn't get blown out. The offense and defense didn't
make mistake after mistake. Something was different.
The Falcons that we expected during the pre-season showed up.
These were the Falcons that were going to contend for the MAC title. The Falcons that had a chance to go to the California Bowl.
In the Ohio game, Eric Smith passed the bail around to six
different receivers, including wideouts Ron Heard and Reggie
Thornton. Both had seen the ball sparingly in the five losses.
The defense bent, but didn't break — which is the same thing it did
throughout the past few years. Whenever the Bobcats got within
scoring distance, the defense rose to the occasion and either forced
a turnover or made the big play.
But wait, again.
BG did all these positive things against Ohio University, a team
that had won only one MAC game in two and a half seasons — that
being over Toledo in Athens the weekend before.
The Bobcats had to feel the monkey was off their backs. There was
no more pressure to end the conference losing streak.
Also, looking at what BG had done in its first five games had to
make Ohio University feel like they could win two in a row. ThatI was
w
something they had not done in years.
BG, on the other hand, had to be fired up.
It was Homecoming. Ohio University represented the Falcons best
shot at winning to date. And a loss would tie them with the 1935 club
for the worst start in school history.
BG had to have wanted the win more than the Bobcats.
But wait, one more time.
Two questions: How bad do the Falcons want to win Saturday at
Central Michigan? And, will the Chippewas let down with the 1-5 BG
comingin?
The Chippewas are tied for the MAC lead with Ball State and
Western Michigan. They lust beat defending champion Eastern Michigan last weekend and this weekend is their Homecoming.
Also, Central Michigan will probably remember last year's
contest when the Falcons rallied in the fourth quarter and won in the
waning seconds on a Jason Zeller field goal. Instead of finishing with
a winning 4-3-1 record in the MAC, the loss ended the Chips' season
at 3-4-1 in conference.
Central Michigan would seem to have a lot to play for. They won't
take BG lightly.
As for the Falcons, a win could be the second of four-straight wins,
assuming BG can beat Youngstown State and Miami at home in the
following two weeks.
But we'll have to wait a few days to find out. We won't know until
Saturday which Falcon team will show up to play.
Andy Woodard is sports editor of The BG News.
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OAKLAND Calif. (AP) -One
look at the dark, fiery eyes of
Tony La Russa or a view of the
Oakland Athletics' workout is
enough to wipe out any notion
the American League champs
are settling into smugness before the World Series.
No team in 19 years of major
league playoffs has had five
days off before the start of the
World Series — five days to get
bloated with self-satisfaction
and stale on the field.
The Athletics worked out for
the second straight day Wednesday, determined to keep the
edge that enabled them to win
eight of 11 after they clinched
the division title Sept. 19, then
swept the Red Sox in four
straight.
The team is relaxed and loose.
No one is pressing or looking
anxious. But there is no mistaking the determination to complete the goal La Russa and the
players set early in the season:
to win the World Series and not
just the division or pennant.
Or, as La Russa describes it,
to negotiate the final side of "the
pyramid."
La Russa never let this team
ease up, not when it won 14
straight and 18 of 19 early in the

season and not when it was
breezing to the AL West championship.
His players maintain the same
focus on winning the World Series and proving they are the
best in baseball.
The champagne party after
the victory over Boston was
brief and somewhat restrained.
Jose Canseco had a few sips of
bubbly and declined another
round. Carney Lansford sat by
his locker, utterly happy but
holding back a little.
"I can remember winning a
division title with the '79 (California) Angels," said Lansford.
"We were so satisfied with that,
we died in the playoffs (against
the Baltimore Orioles).
"This year, nobody has said
anything about being satisfied.
That includes right now. We still
have a job to do.
Canseco is working out this
week as if he still had a lot to
prove, despite his three homers
in the playoffs, 42 during the
season and 40 stolen bases.
"I think our confidence level
has been extremely high, but we
don't try to get so high to the
point where we get arrogant or
we come in and take everything
for granted," Canseco said.

L.A. wins 6-0
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The Los
Angeles Dodgers won the
National League pennant Wednesday night by beating the
favored New York Mets W) in
Game 7 behind Orel Hershiser's
five-hitter, completing one of the
greatest turnarounds in major
league history.
The Dodgers will host Game 1
of the 85th World Series Saturday against Oakland in a rematch of the 1974 Series won by
the Athletics in five games.
Hershiser, who finished the
season with a record 59 consecutive scoreless innings, started
Games 1 and 3 without getting a
decision and saved Game 4. Of
the 65 innings pitched by the
Dodgers, Hershiser accounting
for H 2-3.
He broke the major league
playoff mark of 22 2-3 innings,
set in 1986 by Boston's Roger
Clemens. The old NL playoff
mark was 18 innings by Mike
Scott of Houston, also in 1986.
It is the Dodgers' ninth pennant since moving to Los Angeles in 1958 and their first since
1981, when they went on to beat
the New York Yankees in the
World Series.
The Dodgers scored first in six
of the seven games against the
Mets and made things easy for
Hershiser by scoring a run in the
first off loser Ron Darling.

Flyers nip
BG booters
on late goal
The Bowling Green soccer team lost a tough game
to Dayton last night by a
score of 1-4).
The Falcons were in
search of their second
straight victory, but came
up short when Anthony Casale's goal found the back
of the net at the 88:36
mark.
BG never really mounted much offense as they
were only able to get off
seven shots on goaf Dayton on the other hand, also
could only get off seven
shots but they had the one
that counted.
Falcon goalkeeper
Mickey Loescher finished
the game with six saves
while his counterpart
Keith O'Lorne tallied seven.
The shutout was the
third time in the last four
contests the Falcons have
been held scoreless.
The loss moves the Falcons record to M, while
the Flyers raised their's to
6-10.
BG will try to improve on
their season Sunday when
they play Western Michigan in Kalamazoo.
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Desire keeps Holmes 'swinging' for top
Self-confidence leads to golfer's success
by Mike Drabenstott
spoils reporter

Of all sports in the world, perhaps golf is the
most individualistic.
The challenges golfers encounter often emerge
from within themselves instead of from the others
on the course.
Because of this, a strong selfconfidence is of utmost importance if a player is to be successful.
Maybe that's why Gloria Holmes has developed into the number one player on the Bowling
Green women's golf team.
Holmes, a junior from
Wauseon, Ohio, has been the Holmes
Falcons' most valuable golfer
this year. Her consistently low scores have been
one reason that the youthful Falcon team has escaped last-place finishes in most of their tournaments.
Much of her success can be attributed to her unfaltering self-confidence on the links.

"I expect myself to do well and
I know I have the potential to
do it. I challenge myself to do
better every time I go out on
the course."
-Gloria Holmes, BG women's golf

"Gloria is successful because she manages her
own game and emotions," head coach Greg Nye
said. "She does the mental things necessary for
her to perform better." Even Holmes cites her
mental attitude as a benefit.
"I expect myself to do well and I know I have the
potential to do it," she said. "I challenge myself to
do better every time I go out on the course.
Throughout her career at Bowling Green, Holmes has been rising towards the challenges she
has set for herself For example, her Highest
scores from this year, 86s and 87s, are four to five
strokes lower than her average last year. She has
reduced her average from over 90 last year to a
team-leading 84.1 so far this season.
"I worked really hard over the summer to make
up for last year. I was really determined to play
better and improve," Holmes said.

team
Holmes' mental toughness and determination
sometimes compensate for her lack of physical
size and ability to drive the ball as far as some of
her competitors, Nye said. Although her shorter
drives have bothered her in the past, she has accepted them and has concentrated instead on improving her putting and short game.
However, Holmes is not myopic in the sense that
she concentrates on only her own performances.
Because she is one of two juniors on a team without
any seniors, she had adopted a leadership role, especially toward the freshmen.
"I try to set a good example for the freshmen
both on and off the course," Holmes said. "They've had a really difficult first year. I've been telling
them not to give up."
Holmes is not hypocritical then, for she has not
stopped improving tier own game. After finishing
out the remainder of this season, she said she
wants to improve even more next year, hopefully
bringing her average down to 80.
"Gloria has been asked to be the scoring leader
all of this year. If the others improve, it will take
some of the stress off her, possibly making her an
even better player," Nye said.
Holmes will hopefully be able to put her skills to
use when the Falcons take on Penn State on October 21.
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BG News/file photo
Junior Gloria Holmes shows her strength out of the sand at a recent golf practice. She currently leads the team In
scoring average with an 84.1. Along with being the top golfer, she Is also looked on as a team leader.

DAYTON, Ohio (AP) — Two
Ohio State University football
players have tested positive for
anabolic steroids since last
spring, with one of the unnamed
players testing positive twice,

the Dayton Daily News reported
Wednesday.
"Ask me if we have an anabolic steroid problem — yes, we all
do," said team physician Dr.
Robert Murphy. Murphy has
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been on the NCAA drug education committee since 1979 and
was chairman from 1985-87.
"There isn't a college that
hasn't had a problem," said
Murphy. "We've been testing
for steroids for four years, and
this is the first time we've had
Gjitives. That doesn't mean we
ven't had players on steroids
before, but this is the first time
we've been able to find them."
So far, no OSU players have
been suspended for steroid use,
but the school has a policy of
mandatory suspension of an athlete if he tests positive three
times. Players are tested randomly over the course of a year
and some more than once.
"It's a school policy," OSU
football Coach John Cooper said
of the mandatory suspensions.
"I don't want to appear like I'm
soft on drugs, but I'm in the
business to help people. A few
years ago, if a guy was on the
mildest form of drug, I think any
coach would have kicked him oft
the team.
"The thing is, we never had
testing in the 1970s. But I think if
you were coaching in the '70s,;
you had drug problems.
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Books • Falcon Plaza • Pollyeye's Pub • Stinger's Cafe •

2
5

BEGINNING
PHOTOGRflPHV
Tuesdays: Oct. 18th,
Oct. 25th, Nov. 1st,
Nov 8th Si Nov. 15th
Taft Room in Union
7 pm-Opm
$10 payable at
sign-ups
Instructor: Jeff Hall

FIRST AID
Mon, Oct. 24th Si
LUed, Oct. 26th
Toft Room in Union
m
7pm-9pm
$25 payable at
3
sign-ups
X Instructor: Red Gass
•— Minimum of 6 people
■

S

Sign up in UftO office

MIXOLOGY
Mondays: Oct. 17th,
Oct. 24th, Oct. 31st,
Nov. 14th Si Nov. 21st
in N,€. Commons
Nov. 7th in 404
Moseley Hall
7 pm^J pm
$20 payable at sign-ups
Instructor: Mike Stemple

CPR
Wednesdays:
Oct. 26th Si Nov. 2nd
Faculty Lounge
in Union
7 pm-9 pm
$18.75 payable at
sign-ups
Instructor: Red Cross
Minimum of 6 people

COLOR RNRLVSIS
Mon. Oct. 17th
Faculty Lounge
in Union
7 pm-10 pm
$12.50 payable at
sign-up
Instructor: Dr. Deonna
Radeloff

GLCMBV'S
HfllflSTVUNG RND

3rd floor Union - 371-2343

I

nninvnnc

Tuesday. Nov. 8th
Faculty Lounge
in Union
7 pm-9 pm
FR€€I
Instructor: Glemby's
By Friday, October 19th

MINICOURSES MINICOURSES MINICOURSES MINICOURSES MINICOURSES

ION«wt

October 13, ItfM

1J

Esiason denounces defensive evils Farina to leave BG
CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincinnati Bengals quarterback
Boomer Esiason says this
season's rash of quarterback InIuries is occurring because deensive players are trained and
financially encouraged to get
quarterbacks.
Esiason, 27, who has avoided a
major injury in his five National
Football League seasons, says It

is no accident that injuries are
knocking out NFL quarterbacks
at an alarming rate this season.
Seven were sidelined Sunday
alone in league games.
Incentive clauses in defenders' contracts for quarterback
sacks and the lessons taught in
training are to blame, Esiason
said.
"Ill tell you right now, defen-

sive linemen and linebackers go
after quarterbacks," he said.
He accused New York Jets
linebacker Alex Gordon of deliberately trying to injure Esiason in Cincinnati's 39-19 victory
Sunday.
"Alex Gordon tried to knock
me out of the game," Esiason
said. "He hit me right on the
knee. It was a cheap shot, uncalled for. He dived right at my

knee. It wasn't a sack. He could
have hit me in the back.
"One of their defensive linemen had his hand up inside my
face mask, going after my face.
There's no reason for that, but
it's what they're taught," he
said.
"Kansas City says, 'Let's put
Bernie out and we'll win the
game.' They almost did," Esiason said.

Bowling Green assistant
sports information director John
Farina has been hired by Michigan State University to work in
the same capacity, it was announced Wednesday.
Farina, a 1981 Michigan State
graduate, has been at BG since
July 1987 and will start at Michigan State next week.
Farina said he is excited about
the move.
"Anytime you can go back and

work at the school you graduated from is a great opportunity," Farina said. "I can't pass
it by."
BG sports information director Chris Sherk said Farina will
be missed.
Sherk added that a search
would start immediately for a
replacement. He hoped that a
new assistant would be named
by the start of basketball season
in mid-November.

Support JOE BONVK.LIAN

THMK FASTI BOYCOTT QRAPESI

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Support JOE •ONVILLI«N
• DdPAMtHIVELV
Fasting today In eopport ol the
United Fann Workers

SEMOR8
F YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEM
BER 17. 1 »88 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES. YOUft CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST
BE PLACED BY NOVEMBER 4. 1988
PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT
COUNTERRIN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONINO 372-2851 ¥ YOUR
ORDER IS PHONED IN, YOU WILL NEED TO
KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE

•IMS MM SCHOLARSHIP PAOEANTContestant Meeting Torsghtl
8:00 PMkl 121 Waal Hal
Bring S3 00 lot Fall Fo™

Sweatee! Day Flower Sala
It MSN
Friday. October 14 BA Lobby
sponsored by PI Omsga PI

•O.SE.A.HAVPJOEFd.Oct. 21 -8:00 PM
Brtngafitandl
Must regteter at 0 SEA. office
410Education,orOct igtnmaatmg

UAO MMCOWUM
(ION UP NOW IN UAO OFFICE9R0 FLOOR UNtON-172-JS4J
MIXOLOGY. COLOR ANALYSIS. PHOTOOrlAPHY, CPrl.FmSTAIO.MAtRSTYLINO.il!
COURSES SEQM OCTOBER 17THII

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWUNG OREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR MFO.
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES.

" IX Mary Bock *'
It seems l*e |uet yesterdey
The! you were pledging Dee Zee

organization? Opportunity for leadership. InterSeang and

Seles

Menogomont

Club: October 18, 7.30 PM 121 Weal Mel
Speaker: Frank Sugrue ol Johnson a Johneon

ATTENTIONSTUDENTS
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO GAMMA
PHI BETAS WFORMAL MEETING TO HEAR
DAVE STANFORD FOROM THE CO-OP OFFICE INFORM YOU ON HOW TO GET VALUABLE WORK EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE'
SUN,OCT 18018 00 PM 121 WEST HALL
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS WILL HOLD SPECIAL MEETING THURSOAY OCT. 13 IN 210
MATH SCIENCE AT 7 30 PM BE THERE!
DO TWO GET ONE FREE
Look tor our coupon In
the BGSU Phone Directory
KIRK'S CC4N LAUNDRY
70S S. Main. BO
EVERY FBDAY
ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS
SOUP AND SANDWICH LUNCH SI .00
UCF CENTER comer of
Thursltn and RkJge
The) Friday Or. Sieve Ludd.
Poetical Science. "Free Speech"

PERSONALS

LAG A
There wB be a meeting of the Lesbian end Gey
ABenci Thursday, October 13, at 8:30 PM
The meeting le tree and open to ol and wfsbe
held m Ihe beeemenl of the United Chnatten Fellowehrp Comer Cel the Unk for more information
PADDLE YOUR WAY TO MOHICAN
Fd, Oct. 21-Set. Oct. 22
$20.00 mctudas Iraneporletlon. camping,
equipment 8. canoe; 'staiplng bags arntted
slgn-ups UAO office. 3rd Floor Orson untl
Wed. Oct. 18
PHI BETA LAMBDA
FORMAL MEETING ON MONDAY, 17TH
8:00 3rd FLOOR UNION. TOWNE ROOM

SCEC
Sunday. October 18. 1988
8 00 PM 408 Education
Everyone le welcome

Untied Form Workera

la exactly whet you we. be
Al of my Love.

ATTENTION GREAT SUBS > MUSIC
IN A COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE
SAM Be HAPPY HOURS
4-8PM

■gOeriM

■ BOYCOTT GRAPES•

••ION

Lost Ootd rxeertehaped locket 10-15-88 SondmenteJ value. Please eel 353-4770

SERVICES OFFERED

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
118.00
UrWQrephtCi
211 Weet Hen 372-7411

Abortion. Morning After Treetment
Proud lo be Pro-Choice
Center lor Choice K
Toledo OH 266-7789
Attention Co»«ge Students
Need reports, essays, or resumes typed or
stored on dtalr? Cel Diane Wsaon 354-816B
between B AM end 6 PM M-8ot.

• BOYCOTT GRAPES'

Downtown BG at 148 N Main St.
• BOYCOTT GRAPES■
■ BOYCOTT GRAPES■

••AUOmONB"
SINGERS-OANCERS
For 1989 Miss BGSU Schotoarship Pageent'
Dancers. Oct 17. Eppler North Rm 106.
7:30--10:30PM Bnng a taps ana a one minute
rouone
Singers: Oct. 18, Eppler North Rm 300,
7:30-10:00 PM Bring a tape or sheet muelc
"PNMu"
PATTIMUNDAY
I can't wall until tonight
I Luv My Little"
Phi Mu • Phi Mu • PN Mu • PN Mu

•DZ-DZ-OZ'DZ-DZ-DZ-DZ-DZ-OZ-DZ-O
Z'
UL AMY SWORDS
•363-WAVE
THURSDAY NIGHT IS FNALLY HERE
THE CANDLE PASSING IS DRAWING NEAR
I KNOW YOU, THOUGH YOU DONT KNOW
•• DELTA ZETA • •
ME
Lll Lisa Cole,
BUT THIS EVENING YOU WILL FINALLY SEE
TNe special lime la finely here
AS THE CANDLE IS PASSED AROUND
My love wH be mirrored tfl my lew
THE FLAME WILL GO OUT. AND YOUR BIG
You In the cendMght. mo out of eight
WILL BE FOUND
II blow out the treme. you'I know my name
OUR FRIENDSHIP WILL GROW AND LAST A
At thle moment, time wl stand ill
LIFETIME LONG
Down my spins wH run a Che*
BECAUSE IN MY HEART IS WHERE YOU BE■g end two tr the end.
LONQI
My very special ar friend
ILOVEMYUTTUI
DZ Love end AH ol Mine.
DZ LOVE. YOUR ANXIOUS BIG
BlgTT? •DZ'OZ'DZ-DZ'OZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'OZ'OZ'D
Z"
•0Z"0Z'"DZ-,0Z"DZ
LHIIe Oercy Forber,
The search is coming to en end
Theoandre pain a from friend to Wend
When the candle comes to me
You and I w« become a "we"
So when you see the! flame aglow
Jusl remember that I know
How much you mean lo me1
I love my little"
135 and a hen E. Court

For el your typing needs
A-ZDeta Center
362-5042

'OZUL'S*
OET PSYCHED FOR T0N4OHTI
YOUR BIGS ARE SO EXCITEDI

HAVE TO SHP A PACKAGE?
For ol your stepping naeoa
Federal Expreea. U P S
A Z DATA CENTER 3e2-S042

• GAMMA PHI BETA •
Whet a way to Www our sisterhood
CROP WALK CROP WALK CROP WALK

Hesumoe-Profeaelonaly Written « PreparedrWoeonapry priced Co-op and-or Career.
Cel Faith 354-1820 after 3 00

•GAMMA PHI BETACATCH THE SPIRIT
''GAMMA PHI BETA'
CATCH THE SPteTIM

Feeling today In support of the

But the eecond best OZ big

'Alpha Omkron PI RushI want to bo an AOTT,
Don't you want to be one loo?!
Come to 425 Student Servlcea to
Complete en Intormelton Card!
'•'urne Meat as Meru'"
Today la the final day of the hunt. I hops you
had as much tun looking as I red htring Today
the search is over and when that candle cornea
to me, I am going to dose my eyes end hope
you are as happy to see me aa I am to oee you!
Love, Your Big

•PhlMu'
storey Alan,
I'm so exerted lor you lo)oln
our tamtty tree.
Whet • great Ihreeeome we will be
You will >om ua Tttruedey night at etotn
Your beg la ao excited that I |ual can't wait!
Love,
Your very soon to bo bej
•Phi Mu'PNMu'PN Mu'PN Mu'
Kareytauey
I know who you are
but you don't know me
tonight re coming
Ihenyou wrUsea
Wei make the beet brgJI loom ever.
Thai poem le rhyming aren't I clever
n oee you soon- be patient and wall
Cur tonight wrj be sosolutely greet
ILoveMyUttle1"
PhiMu'PniMu'PtiiMu'PrvMu'

Cont. on page 14.

SPIRIT AND CHI OMEGA - NO. 1

AAW
CELERITIES ON AEROBtCYCLES
COME JOIN THE FUN

For Your
ENGINE TUNE-UP
4 cyl.—$49.95
6 cyl.—$56.95
8 cyl.—$64.95

on Sweetest's Day
The FALCON'S NEST SODA
SHOPPE has a personalized
Ice Cream Pie just for you.

Includes

computerized

engine

$

49.95

Front or rear axle
Metallic Pads extra

perfor-

mance analysis.
Check battery, muting, charging, combuenor systems. Install now spark plugs Set
timing. Adjust carburetor, where app»ca
trie (extra charge if removal is necessary)
Warranted

PHI BETA LAMBDA
Formal Meeting
Monday. October 17.8 00 PM
MOSELEY200

and PAN SMVELY

I know It woml oojy.

• BOYCOTTORAPES• BOYCOTT ORAPES■

LOST: Brown leather cool, has pair of (
BQSU student 10. and checkbook 363-8602
Reward If found.

JUST A
The Environmental Interest Group meets tonlte
II 7:30 In room 127 Hayes Al are welcome lo
lorn ue The officers would also ska to extend
Mr appreciation to ol those attending the
meetings end making EK3 a success Keep up
the good work!

ThWoX FASTI BOYCOTT QRAPESI
Support JOE BONVILLIAN

To carry on our fsmty

THE WAVE

Look lor Free Marathon Credrtl

Attention Special Education Motors The Field
Advisory Board of the Department of Special
Education end the Student Councl lor Exceptional Children ere conducting a specie! program, "Job Market and Experiences In Special
Education and ".ilia Services Meet the
People Who Have the Jobs." on October 1B,
4-8 PM In the Forum of me Student Services
Burking Please contact the Department ol
Spec* Education (372-7293) to ore-register

United Farm Worker.

If a now a year later, just look
How happy and proud you've mode mo.
Ifa your turn now

LOST A FOUND

eating speakers, aoctaf atmosphere honda-on
experience

Fasting today In support ol the

What a gtoat mo you would bo

ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS
Interested In boomdng a KEY port of a growing

and RAM SNIVELY

And I was ItHnkmg to mysarl-

6 months

or 6,000

miles,

whichever comee first.

Orders must be placed by
Thursday at 6:00 p.m. for
pickup on Friday.
372-2641

Hem Inmi omc pads 'epae* wheel beer>ng*. '•»«•
(ace I'ort rotors. Convertf-wia) rear wheel drive ve
hades. Prices vary tor tront wheel drive C.ipe<
everhaU rl needed Hyrjrauec serve* wii re recorrv
mended * needed lor i a<e operaWvv
Wertented S month, or 6.000 mMee, whtcheverl
eemesflraL

$||flQC
aC^M9U

Warranted 6
months or
6000milev
whichever
comes first.

BULLETIN
ALL TIRES ON SALE!

»

mmm**rme^...mmsmemtme^...fertmmm*tmmO**n'^r~'*"

BUCKLE UP FALCONSI 1
LOGO DESIGN CONTEST

PURPOSE:
THEME:

UrtfjrtAY
^^k^"
- Sl~ 17-Z V*.i. ^^ammOCTOBER 10th
-esj^
Don't MI99 Itf. ^

To increase the usage ot safety belts among Bowling Green State University
students and personnel.
The theme of "Buckle up Falcons" must be used. Logos are to convey a
message about the use of safety belts.

TIME LINE:

Deadline for entries to be received is November 18. Designs may be turned
in at the School of HPER, Room 200, Memorial Hall.

ELIGIBILITY:

Any registered BG. student and all university personnel are eligible to enter
the contest.

GUIDELINES:

Artwork must be submitted on paper not larger than 8 1/2" by 11.
Artwork can be done in pencil, pen and Ink, acrylics, charcoal, or water color, or may be computer generated.

JUDGING
CRITERIA:

Entries will be judged on the safety belt message conveyed in
the design, creativity and artistic ability.

AWARD:

The prize for first place is $125.00. T-shirts will be awarded for the second
through fifth place entries.

SPONSOR:

The Buckle Up Falcons Committee

ENTRY
APPLICATION:

Entry forms may be picked up at the School of HPER, Room
200, Memorial Hal.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION:

Call Pete Riesen - 372-6091 (Office)

362-1182 (Home)

This le iha tirn» to buyl Every
radial svery bias ply Mrs Ooodyaar
makes Is on sale Eve>ry ektowall
elytlng. every sue la on sole Every
Ore for big car s and email cars, tor
n8ht trucks, vane. RVs. and 4-VVD
vehlclea Is on sale Evan/ an
season lira, avery o't-road lira,
every performance tire IS on sale

OIL CHANGE &
CHASSIS LUBE
■■

$12 95

' L.P10

■

i"sgt
- brand

L,

X.MHJ'.

■

•E.cept S4S Radial
"; We have a large inventory, but popular styles and sizes may sell out ot stock
We'll issue a rain check, but you should shop early tor the best possible service).

I

hsit

■

i.

■

Brands m.iv wary

RANDY COE'S AUTO SHOP
BIG
Service Department #¥
AUTO PARTS

Just Say
Charge It!
Free Delivery & Pickup
"We Will Save You Money'
2 LOCATIONS:
1011 S. Main
330 S. Maple

PARTS/MACHINE
352-8421

—HOURSSERVICE: 8-5Mon.-Fri
(BODY*
8-Noon Sat
MACHINE SHOPJ
Daily til 6
PARTS:
Sat. til 5
SERVICE/BODY
352-57JS

TRANS. SERVICE
3528966

24 HOUR TOWING SERVICE

Classifieds
ANn: AH Law Abiding BO Student.
Escaped cnmmele a/o on the looaal!
Bewve--tt)ey're arrived and dengerouelll
N you hava any Information regarding ma Identity oith««ecr1rr*raa>,riliiii cal
1- BOO- AJpha Xi
k 88

Cont. from page 13.
' To 0.0.1. Chapter No. 434 •
Hetp'
lot 3 Oo lunch'?
Let. do something
Prelerrebly outelde
J S IMUlia Greek)
Alpha Omlcron PI
Tha MW< ol Alpha Pf» would «ke to congretu
ate you on your now colonization and wieh you
tha Boat ol Luck tor a auccaaaful Rueh'
Alph. Phi Pladgai
Thanka for tha lawn on Homecoming' What a
way to ahow that Alpha Phi Pnde' Keep up tha
good workl Love, tha Actrvee
Alpha XI Doha
"Jallbraak"
Alpha XI Delta
"Jallbreak"

CALIFORNIA FLORIOA HAWAa NEW YORK
Find out how you can go to school at ana ol
over 80 US. coterjea and experience an adven
tore! National Student Exchange info eee
Hon. Oct 13. 4.00. Onto Suite Canter tor
Aca»lamtcOp»ona231 Adrian BUg.
CHI OMEGA SPIRIT WEEK
• •SHOOTINO FOR THE STARS"
ChOa Pkee ChlOa Pttea
Help aboash Anorexia Narvoaa
HNrp ua help themRUN FOR UFEI
P»ea CrvO. P*ea CNOa
Ckib Hellene Sweatshirts
On sate at Univ. Hal
Wed «Fn lQ.4Si4.0Q

Alpha XI Detu
"Jelibreek"

CONCERT
Fall Concert Band-Wind Eneemble
Mart S. Kelly, Conductor
Sun.. Oct. 111:00 PM Kobeeker
FREE

Rueh la gtong to be gnat
It beglr«f»ctober 17, I MS
aOwPMIslhellme
The Community Suit* la the place,
Please attend If Intonated
Cauae the AOTT'a can't watt!I
AOTT

ATTENTION BARTENDERS:
WIN ISO-ENTER FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC
BARTENDING CONTEST AT THE ALCOHOL
AWARENESS FAIR-TUES. OCT UTH. 12
PM-1230 PM. SIGN UP BY FRIDAY IN UAO
OFFICE THIRD FLOOR UNION. 172-2341.
ASK FOR 1ETH OR LEAHI
ATTENTION SENIORS!!!
Nomlnationo are now being accepted for
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
Application forma are now available In Office of
Student ActMtlea and Orientation Room 405 ol
the Student Service* Burning Deadline: Monday October 24 by 5.00 PM
Nominate youraeH or a friend!
DO - SAE • DG ■ SAE • DO - SAE
Congratulatlone MARY BETH EPPEL
SANOY HAHN on your recent pinning
■•Love, tha DG'a

and

DewnPtat,
Roaeaararad
but eomettmee they're not
Happy B-day to you
Wo love ya a loll
Love, your wonderful roommateal

Men and Women
Daytime and Evening
Appointments

354-3540
Planned Parenthood

OZULAMYRDtDZ
Your big love* youl I
Get exerted lor tonight'
DZLove end Mine. Big?
DZ LITTLE CARYNOIELOWDZ
Tha big Mght ■ finely herein
I can t waft to blow the canon out
So you can find out who I ami
ILOVEMYUTTLEII
BlOW?
OZ-StOAJarYMOEFFEL-Di
Al thai weak I soon found out
What DZ Uga are al about
But I stopped to trunk a year ago
When my big sM I dkl not know
and Delta Zee was not the same
Unix the candle night
When I found your namal
Than I knew what aratarhood meant
Because of aH the love you had sent'
So now Big Aim I reatty must say
How much you mean to ma night 4 day'
A greater big I could not find.
So lust remember I Lore y* to end IN* sad
rhyme!
DZ* ULJEN'DZ

DELTA GAMMA WENDY NEAL.
You made us all so proud of Homecoming You
represented the DG'a In an OUTSTANDING
raahion
UTB- YourDQStatera

OZ'GrandUJennyAdams' DZ
I am so happy to hava you in my tarney. I cant
wait for tonight until you find out who ws al era
Juat foaow the flame
DZ'I Love My Grand LI'DZ

Support UAO and HA. Come aae GOOD
MORNING VIETNAM starring Robin Wlaam*
Oct 14-16 at 7.30. 9 45. 12:00. Tha movie
wa be shown In tha Eva Man* Samte Theatre
and the charge a $1 50. HSA members St 00
with Student ID

DZ' ULKELUiajNG'DZ
THE TIME IS NEAR
YOU'LL SOON RND OUT
WHOI AM
WITHOUT A OOUBTI
ANOTHER DAY
I COULD NOT WATTSO WATCH THE CANDLE
AND DONT BE LATE!
LOVE ALWAYS.
YOUR BrQ
DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'OZ-OZ'DZ'DZ'OZ'DZ'DZ

DZ DZ UL DESIREE DZ DZ
DURING THIS WEEK I'VE SPOILED YOU ROTTEN
BUT DONT EVER THWK YOU'LL BE FORGOTTEN
THERE'S A SPECIAL SPOT DEEP IN MY
HEART
SO NO MATTER WHERE WE ARE. WE WILL
NEVER BE APART
NIGHT ITS THE FOR YOU TO SEE
JUST WHO IN FACT I MAY BE'"
DZ LOVE AND MINE.
YOUR BIG
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ 0Z DZ DZ
DZ Jenny Adams DZ
Oh boy, what a caper
Your big put you in the paper
I hope you can handle
Paasmg that candle
II see you at nine
Get peyched for a good time.
DZ love and mine, your Big?

DZ * LI Mary Bath Thomas ' DZ
Gat excited tor Big-Li Ceremony tonight. I cant
wart to let you know who I ami
Hove my Lai
DZ ' LH. PAM SHEARER • DZ
Laat year we became bkj and i. Thta year tha
famlty la even getting bigger But I etfl love my
UL
Love. Kathy
DZ ' LH' TRACEY LUCEK ' DZ
Tonights very special
for you wM soon discover
the sight ol your big
by the candlelght
Luv.Bkj?
DZ'TreceyLucek' DZ
I can't wait lor lonlghl to coma
Finely our tarney wal be one
We wa get to know each other belter
Then we wt be beet ol trtende forever
A tovtng larnfry mambar???

DAVID HARRIS

SOCKDV

"■•'■■•■'■V^'V

HtsrtE
WarTFDA
MMTH'IO

TjOrliS LAuVDfrV
ACAk,?
^rM

DZ U Jenifer WHemson DZ
I hope you have had aa much fun wan bkj-sr
hunt aa I havel I cant tel you how exerted I am
to hava such a wonderful person tot ay Km.'
Gel psyched lor tonight.
When I blow out your Ight
For then you ahel se.
Just who I may be'
Love. Bkj?

DEBBIE CLECKNER
Congratuiationa on becoming the
BETA THETA PI SWEETHEART
The Beta s made a GREAT choice'
-Love, the DG slaters

1030-400

VD - STD

DZ LL DEBBsE MCNELUE DZ
GET PSYCHED AND SET
THE TsME IS GETnNG NEAR
I'M BETTING WE WILL BE
THE BEST BIG- LR. PAIR YET
DZ LOVE A MINE, YOUR BrQ

DZ • DZ UL COLLEEN 0Z • DZ
I wanted to rhyme
But I had no Hme
I Kiel wanted lo say
Welcome to our lenwy
And I aw* my at
OZ 'DZ Your bkj? DZ • OZ

Do you know what you
want to be lor HALLOWEEN?
UAO la seang feathered maaka
lor an your costume partlee
Now - Oct. 14 In Union Foyer

Low Cost Treatment

14

M
t&

. SMEu'S ouc£ .
rllSBIMW,

DZ LH' kern Dedertck DZ
Tonight la the "Bkj" night
You ■ finely find out fuel who I am. 80 gat ax*
cMd lor the begmnlrvj of a very special friend

SHOSPTTALIW

DZ'LH OXAME8RINKMANN 'DZ
Wal my.
Another sad riddle
But don t be Wu*
namambar "I Love Yea"
To end tme game
And find my name.
Be there tonight
And foaow the lenJeejWII
Love always
Your Bkj
DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'OZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ
DZ'DZ'LITTIE|*XLYPECHAUER'DZ'DZ
TOMGHTS THE NIGHT
YOU'LL BE ax THE SPOTLIGHT
ONE MORE DAY I COULD NOT HANDLE
TM SO EXCITED TO BLOW OUT THE
CANOLEI
GET PSYCHED FOR TONIGHT
YOUR BIG LOVES YOU!
DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'OZ'DZ'DZ'DZ
fJZ'DZ'DZ'LILMARSHA'DZ'DZ'DZ
Get excited cm Mafia the BIG night. 11 blow
out the canrja with al my might Soon you wf
aaa who I may be. and than we wi be one
nappy famayllll
DZ Love (MM

DZ...PHI

SIGMA

KAPPA...DZ-FHI
KAPPA

SIGMA

DTS

at

"STUDENT APPRECIATION DAYii
Saturday, October 22,
bring with you to the BGSU - Youngstown
State football game a canned or boxed
food item to be distributed to hungry
families in Wood County.
• FREE admission to the game
for all BGSU students
• FREE hotdog & soft drink lunch
• Raffles during tho game for gift
certificates donated by local merchants
• and a trip for two to Floridal
• Also... recognition of your group
and their accomplishments.
Plus a Tailgato Party for tho residence hall and Greek
unit with highost percentage of game attendance.
This day is being sponsored by the BGSU Athletic Department and Tht BG Mews

INDUSTRY WQHT
ATTN. IPCO, RESTAURANT. RECREATION,
HOSPITALITY

S

MARKETING

MAJORS

COME
TOGETHER AND TALK ABOUT INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES IN PLACES UKE HILTON
HEAD, DISNEYLAND. 1 STEAMBOAT
SPRINGS
WITH COMPANIES UKE MARRIOTT.
HYATT
RADISSON AND MORE MONDAY OCT. 17.
7:30 ■ »:00. 121 WEST HALL DRESS IS
CASUAL
PREPARE YOURSELF FOR
IWuWUIIIulSllllal
LI Carolyn Hruby.
Tha time haa come tor we hava wafted ao long,
Wrth tha two of us, whet could go wrong
I hope you're psyched lor Ions ol fun
Beoaiae there's no doubt: you're NO. 1
Phi Mu Love.
YourBkjT??
LH Shannon Alkke
It is October 13th
Do vrju know who your Bkj la?
Get excited cauae she sura Ml
_

UVk*»Hughaa
I've got some great news.
The bkj hurt lam eight
So gat peyched for a great night
Because your big thinks yours dynamite'!
PI Phi Love.

2S2

YOU'RE AWESOMEM!
WE'RE PROUD OF YOUTH
LOVE,
YOUR PHI SK) FOOTBALL COACHES
OZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZ
UL PAIGE:
TONIGHTS THE NIGHT
THE TIME IS HERE
YOU MAY BE UNSURE
BUT DONT YOU FEAR
AS THE CANDLE IS EXTINGUISHED
YOU WILL SEE
THE HAPPIEST BIG THAT CAN EVER BE H
LOVE. YOUR VERY EXCITED BK3I
OZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZDZOZDZDZDZ
DZ
EAT FRISCHS BtQ BOYS FOR BIG BUCKS
EARN SCHOLARSHIP MONEY BY SATISFYING YOUR STOMACH
CALL 372-2343 OR STOP BY UAO OFFICE
OPEN TO ALL ORGANIZATIONS
EAT YOUR WAY THROUGH SCHOOL
CALL 372-2343 AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
OPEN TO Aa ORGANIZATIONS
From fryer* and forma to newsletters and letterhead, wave got what you need to look SUPER
on paper! See ua for al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS! Klnfcos 354-3977
HALLOWEEN MASK FOR SALE
Order Oct 10-14th from 10-4
In Union lover Coat S3 00
HeyPhlMuLlrHeal
The moment has come
Tha hunt la al done
Now it's time to reveal
Who's big la who's
Thar, won't be any due.
Juetue. the candle, and you!

l«' June Lange,
The ttm. draws near.
It wa b> quit, dear.
We wa share fnendaixo. love, and saterhood
I have tha beat me, I never dreamed I would
Aa you aland m the drde's middle
II want lo hug my epecay little
Then when Ight becomes dark
II be wrth you always-FROM THE HEARTI
DZLove.
Your Bkj?

HSA presents COFFEE HOUSE on Wad.. Oct
19 from 7 00-10 00 pm In the Honors Center
Free end open to al
For a fun Mad evening with music, humorous
skits, poetry and elngtng performed by students. coma to the Honors Center In Kreteeher
OuadeonOct I8st7 00PM

HI eweeeel! I'm your Grandbig, so that means
you're my Grandattle
Soon there w* be three In our temtyl Sea tou
tonight!
DZLove.
Your Unknown Grandbig
KartntuxpowairJ
Tonight a the time whan everything we wa be.
to add to our growing tarney. Ready, set. go.
beoauee at 1:15 youl know.
LOVE, your Data Zeta Bkj
KD CALUE UN6K KD
Congratulations on your
I an laatlc |ob with Homecoming
AOT, your sisters
KDCIndyBowenKD
Corvjretuaalone on a fantastic |a*j with our saw
scholarahip program'
YourSkrtera

Mia I
Your KKQ Grandbig la exerted to have you kxn
ma family 1 Gat excited for Thursday!
Love Your Grandbig?

Cctxjreriearlnna once again tor a succeesiui
Homecoming! You did a wonderful |obl Love.
your Alpha Phi alatars
KKQ ' LIT Lucy Oliver • KKQ
Today Is the dry.
So donl deary-be at tha houee by 7:30
Btngo la Iha game.
Which wa lead you lo my name
II be there, too.
WaHngk) welcome you.
Into your new Kappa family'
Lava,
Bkj?
KKG'''JENNSFERSMITH' "KKG
I LOVE MY GRAND LfTTLE!
GUESS WHO?
KKQ''' JENNIFER SMITH • • • KKG
rUO'MARY ZaTIWICK'luXQ
YOU ARC THE ULTIMATE IN COOL I
GET NERVOUS BECAUSE YOUR BRANOBK)
■ READY TO CELEBRATE WITH HER AWE
SOMEGRANOUTTLE'
KKO'MARYZrrwiCK'KKQ
Great k» on the Homecoming float' Thanks for
al your hard work! Love, your Alpha Phi slaters

THE SISTERS OF ALPHA QAMMA DELTA
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE TONI IA
CANO ON HER RECENT LAVAUERMG TO AN
ALPHA SIGMA PHI FROM TOLEDO.
TROPICAL FISH 1.01 SALE
THURS. - SUN.
DAVY JONES LOCKER 1002 8 MAIN
TUTORING: Basic math through
charrasay and phyaica-Cakhurat
Center. 874-3349

cafcuiue
Learning

TY HOYLES
HOY MAN!!
QOOO LUCK AT THE ALL-OHIO MEET!
WE'LL IE CLICKING OUR HEELS FOR YOUI
LOVE. THE "GENERIC" SISTERS,
JENNY ANO AMYII
Warned: Male Criminal.
When: Friday, October 14
What Alpha XI Delia Jallbraak!
Why: To Party
Where: In Jell
Would you Uka an Internehlp In Washington
DC tMa Spring or Summer? mlarrxshlpa are a
vaaabk* In any field, housing provided, earn
12-16 hour* credit. Cai the Center tor Aca
domic Oprlona, 231 Admin. 2-8202 for kilo
Young entrepreneur* ol S«IJTHWE»TERN
CONOMTULATWMS on a GREAT SUMMER!!
PARTY to Cerebrate on Thursday, Oct. 13 at
432 S Coeegeet 9:00
T.R. la here ao everybody com, (jet lortunll

WANTED
1 matt roommate needed for Spring '89
Cel Tarry 363 5158
Female roommate needed for Spring Semeater
Own Room - niainnatili Rant

Cal Arm 363-4008
MALE TO SUBLEASE ROOM IN SPRING FUR
NISHED: S136 PER MO (3RD ST | CALL GILBERT 363-7427
leded-kmmediete vacancy
S160 a month uH. avg. S20
Close to campus WD, Dish , fireplace
Deposit negot 362-2269

Subk

HELP WANTED

Your Big??
LleaSienchl
I hope you're excited for Thursday I can't watt
for you to become part ol our KKQ fsmUy
Leva. Your KKG Grandbkj?
Little Nancy Carroll,
Wal, today la the day we've both been waring
for. I an ao excaad for tonight II la going to ba
tha beginning of a leafing and beautiful Mendamp. Watch tha candle careruty becauaa when
the flame goes out our new relstlonahlp begin.
Amdouafy Awafong
DZLove,
Your big

"•a*
Being with you haa been raJM a story
One llaad wrth love, happiness end k»y
It hea at been fun right from the start.
Even our tip lo Kmart
Tva ixprssisd my feeanga for you througrl
cards, amaaa. and roeea In meson jar*, but one
of the moat memorable times were epent with
you on your backstop looking lor Mars
And now a* tha data party naara. you'I be in
one some fun and certaxi cheer
Because everyone knows It's tha only way lo
go. and ft certainly doesn't hurt to ba with an
ATO
Love, Tarry
Meesea Mam,
Tonight your bkj wa reveal her identity, and
than everyone wa know you are my Qrandntta!
Icanherdfyweltlll
DZ Love, Orandbkj??
O Phi A Re* A w. y
Its Coming!'
On October 16. 1988
Do Sorrxsthlng Worthwtaa:
RUN FOR UFE!
Help Aboash Anorexia Nervoea
CHf-CS, PIKES ANO YOU!
Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Miu
I Love my LrtHe Leenne Suterl
I Love my little Lean no Sulerl
I Love my IHIIe Leenne Suterl
Love, your BtgTrT?
PfXMuPhlMuPhlMuPhlMuPtvMu
PM aaa* 'CAROLYN WHAL1Y' 'Phi Mu
Votar "big" kma you-tooalnt forward to k>
fOgMI
PHI SK3MA KAPPA COACHES
MARKO, DOUG and TONY:
Thanks so much for being such WONDERFUL
footaa ooaohaa. You guy* era tha BESTII Way
to coach ua to the topi
LOVE. THE DO FOOTBALL TEAM

KD Road lo Nowhere KD
October 14. 1088
KD Road lo Nowhere KD

Tha Brothers ol Skjma Chi would axe to congratuMe Soon Korpowaal on hie lavaaenng to
Alpha Gemma Delta Sherry taanakl Good
Luck Scott I Sherry

"WANTED"
Female tMale Models
tor national magazine ads
Send photo S resume to:
Model Search
14MWee1Svfr.rJa
Toledo. OH 4M12

LTLJeae*hre«N»»aDZ
Tontgt.t your BIG you w« finely se.
What a wonderful pair we wa be
You and I wi be great forever
I (usl cant waft to be together
TOKMHTIII
DZ Love and Mme.

UTOeTreee
Tonlghte tha right and I can harrjy wait1 Wal
make a great KKQ team' You're an aweaome
HBal Love, you bkj.

INTRAMURAL WRESTLING OFFICIALS AND
8COREKEEPERS NEEDED. PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT AND APPLY
BY OCT 24 IM 108 STUDENT REC CENTER

make a difference at BGSU...
YOU can make a difference to the B.G. Community

LADES: YOUR PERSONAL INVITATION TO A
GREAT TME
When Your Birthday
Where Your Place
Who: Mala Oanoar
What Number K) OH: 354-3136

DZ Love. Your Big

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE G DBLS RAC
QUETBALL-OCT. 13: COED TRIPLES VOLLEYBALL-OCT 18

YOU

LACROSSE - ACTION - FAN* - EXCITEMENT
FALCON CUP V BE A PART OF THE MIDWESTS BIGGEST AND BEST LACROSSE
TOURNAMENT BRING YOUR COOLER AND
FRIENDS TO ENJOY ALL THE FAST PACED
ACTION. BRUTALITY, AND FINESS OF LACROSSE OCT 16. 1 SAT STADIUM FaELDS
IT DOESNT GET ANY BETTER THAN THIS

lONtwi October 13,1988

TERRY LAWLER Corxjratuayaona on your recant peering to Chrta Springer Your Chi
Omega slaters are vary happy for you.
Thanka Phi Skj ooaohaa Pat and Katy tor al
your support and anfhuaiaam during the tourneyl Love, the ADPTs
Tha SQSU Greek Syetom walocmss AOTTI
Rueh begin. October 17,1 Ml at 1:00 PM
In the Community Suite.
kwereried Women Please Anendll
TO THE PIKE WITH THE PONYT AIL
CHUCK OJFFELS
IT WAS A GREAT WEEKEND ALL THE WAY
THROUGH
YOU'LL HAVE TO ADMIT I REALLY "FEU
FOR YOU!"
I HAVE MET A FEW SONS OF B
BUT NEVER A MAN THAT'S KEPT ME M
"STITCHES"
FROM VODKA THAT TASTED LIKE INNER
TUBE
TO PRaVaE RS9 THAT YOU DtONT TOUCH
I REALLY HAD A GREAT WEEKEND
YOU PIKES ARE JUST TOO MUCHI
CHRBSY-CHU"
SWEETEST DAY
Send your aa'ssthaart a iwaiM-raed beakat tor
Sweatee) Day. Baaket wa ba delvarad on Sat
urday and a poem of your choice -a ba read lo
your sweetheart for onry S6 Forma* aamiion
1st Floor otUnrv Hal thru Fn 9 AM ■ 4 PM
Sponaorad by Thai* Alpha PN.Nefionai

A good way to earn money tor the upcoming
hoaday season Highly motivated energetic Individuals lo fat waiter, wafiress. floor walker and
reafler position* at high energy mggtclub -car
pooang avalabta. Good way to earn extra
money. Apply at Buttons Tuae thru Sun after
8:30 PM
ATTENTION WOMEN AGES 1S-IS
FREE: Max Teat and Underwater Weighing
Cal or Slop m on M S W 1 30-6 30 PM
UOEpp S Fitness« Sport Physiology Lab
372-4903
Oat Your Foot In the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring tha Intarvtewa
Don't take chances on leas- WE DO IT PJGHTI
Klnko'a 364-3977.
Help Wanted Bartending, waiter-waitress a
floor waker positions are avaabie at Toetdo's
only FUNORINKERY Only fun S exciting pooPie need apply In person at Henry J'a
Wed -Sun aftar 8 PM at 1632 S Byrne. Glenbyrne Shopping Center
Lawn Matntenanca
Part and Ful time
Cal 352-8822
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr
round,
Europe. S Amer.. Australia. As. al fields
1900 2000 a mo Slghtiaalng, free Into Write
UC, PO Box S2-OH03 Coronado Dal Mar, CA
92628
PAID kwemehlp. In Washington D.C. avaHeble tor Spring Semaeler Call Coop Program
at J7J-2461 or atop by Re*, m AdaMtJMg.
Person to watch 2 toddlers m my home 16
maes weal ol BG. MWF Days 1-748-8753
Evaa
Profeeeonal couple needs person for chad car*
m our home Cat 1 878-0088
PI -Kme tutor Not to exceed 19 6 hours par
weak. Must ba certified at tha secondary level
IS10 50'hr) Contact Aaat. Super office BO
City School* 140 S. Grove. BOO 43402

FOR SALE
'74 Mustang I Looks greet! Run* great! S1500
a. Cat Mark at 353-3639
1 g?2 PONTIAC CATAUNA for sale
StaRunsQrss!
Beat offer-Cal 372-6983
1980 Chevy Citation 94,000 ml. run*
exceehnt, body In good common Asking J500
364-2428
CHANCE OF A LIFETIME BUY
Smal aa* and and with a
nvjSaud* of tree* (or yoca
spacious new home Quick access
to Rt 25 and 1-76.
Cat WgmleWalU 354 2621
Brvtne Real Eatata 352-5122

For Sale 79 Voaurwegon Rabbit Diesel Good
condWon 288 2502

FormicaTabta. S30; 10x10rug. S30: Irrtercom
8y*tam, $40: Anawerlng MactHna, S50. Leave
• 354-1871
SECOND ANNUAL HALF OF
EVERYTHING I OWN SALEI
Dorm size remgeretor (1 6 cult) only $601
Yamaha P88-170 Keyboard with 100 eound
aetimga or*/ $501 Women.' roaar skates (aba
7) $5 Many atmma and caaaattea-oal lor w
Dual caaaette tape deck $7 CALL Carol at
353-3022 PLEASE!

FOR RENT
192andatxalS Mam St
Fum Efficiency Available
at the beginning ol December

Cal Uae 419 372-8002
706 Second St Apt A
2 Ddrm turn apt, eeasca immsaial.l,
Cal John Newlova Reel Eatata
364-2240
Famaa to ahare 1 large bedroom $140
month plus aktc 383-6261 early AM or artel
PM

